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Editor’s Notes
Not For Women Only
“What should we teach our women 
in business?” was asked me by 
Donald Powell, new dean of the Col­
lege of Business Administration at the 
University of Toledo. My immediate 
reaction was “the same thing we teach 
our men: the basic business courses 
of accounting, computer systems, 
finance, marketing and management, 
and the liberal arts courses to provide 
a broad cultural background which will 
enrich the student’s overall quality of 
life.”
We also discussed that women need 
to be competitive and assertive, that 
women should not hold back, that they 
should learn leadership skills, and that 
they should strive for excellence. But, 
should special courses for women, 
separate from men, be offered to teach 
these skills? My answer was “No.”
Why then does the question persist 
in nagging me? Why does it surface 
from my subconscious, still searching 
for an answer? Am I looking for 
something that is not obvious?
Some schools have offered 
specialized courses for women. 
Marino and Villella suggest that 
academia “fails to present the realities 
of the business world...unjustly 
pass[ing] our graduates on to their 
career endeavors without specifically 
orienting them to the ramifications of 
females in a man’s world.” [A Perspec­
tive on Women in Management, Col­
legiate News and Views. Spring 1982]. 
They recommend that females 
“become familiar with the rules of the 
games, and be taught to survive in a 
male-dominated environment. They 
[women] must be given that strong 
positive mental attitude necessary to 
excel.”
According to a recent Wall Street 
Journal article [March 1985], women’s 
colleges are making a comeback. 
Although a decade ago they were not 
expected to survive, their total enroll­
ment today has increased since the 
1960s. They offer programs in 
business administration, among 
others, and establish counseling 
centers for career placement. Their 
new market is the adult woman 
“returning to college after raising a 
family” or who is “unhappy in a dead­
end job.”
“A 1984 study by the Association for 
American Colleges found that women 
are often subtly discouraged from par­
ticipating in class in coeducational 
schools, and are frequently advised 
not to become majors in traditionally 
male fields...” It’s called “discourage­
ment and subtle discrimination” accor­
ding to David Riesman, Harvard 
sociologist.
However, the biggest drawback of 
attending a women’s college is learn­
ing in an unreal world and forming 
unrealistic expectations of becoming 
“superwoman” — super on the job, 
super as a wife, super at managing the 
household, and a super mom — all 
which is a “super myth.”
The superwoman myth generates 
perfectionism, and perfectionism can 
be self-limiting behavior. Perfectionism 
restricts the amount of work perform­
ed when it may be more important to 
simply get the job done within a 
realistic time frame. As a result of their 
self-imposed perfectionism, women 
often expect the same high standards 
of co-workers and subordinates. 
Others then view them as a non- team 
worker.
The need to be perfect can translate 
into “I’m not ready for that new job or 
promotion.” It also may translate into 
a fear of losing. Women must learn 
that it is human to make mistakes and 
that apologies are not needed.
As a minority group at the manage­
ment level, women do not use the in­
formal networks as men do, possibly 
because of fear of rejection. This may 
be part of women’s problems concer­
ning office politics.
If I were to propose any special 
areas in which women could enhance 
their professional development, I 
would name three: establish goals, 
promote yourself and your organiza­
tion, and improve your interpersonal 
relationships in the office.
Goal setting is deciding where you 
want to go and then deciding when you 
want to be there and what steps are 
necessary to get there. Establish long 
term plans (five to ten years) and short­
term plans (one year). Let your 
manager or supervisor know if you 
wish to travel, relocate, etc. In this way, 
women can help overcome some of 
the stereotyped assumptions about 
themselves. Rather than wait for 
recognition and advancement, women 
need to plan for and actively seek such 
advancement. Goal setting is 
necessary to avoid being stalled just 
below the partner or manager level or 
being stuck in a dead-end job.
To market yourself and your 
organization, dress appropriately, 
learn assertiveness and public speak­
ing skills. Accept every speaking 
engagement that comes your way. 
Promote yourself by letting your ac­
complishments be known. You are a 
very visible part of your organization 
and how you handle yourself is a 
reflection upon the organization. Learn 
about your organization, its size, its in­
fluence upon the community, the good 
things about it. Selling may be for the 
salesperson, but it is also for anyone 
who wants to advance out of middle 
management.
Improving one’s interpersonal rela­
tionships at the office is very easy. 
Linger at the water cooler or in the 
lounge when sipping that cup of cof­
fee. Get to know your colleagues, ask 
what they are doing, take an interest 
in what goes on in your organization 
and become a part of it. Learn what is 
wanted and what is rewarded. Ask for 
feedback from your manager. Make 
certain your goals are compatible with 
those of your organization. Develop 
smooth and mutually beneficial rela­
tionships with peers, superiors and 
subordinates.
Women can gain the information to 
practice these skills by attending 
management seminars offered by their 
professional organizations. Each fall at 
the joint annual meeting of ASWA and 
AWSCPA, the Educational Foundation 
sponsors an excellent professional 
development seminar.
Women are born with ability. We 
have been socially conditioned not to 
use our talent. Ω
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financial Planning. 
We take care of the loose ends.
The world of personal financial 
planning grows more complex 
every day, and the range and 
quality of service you offer your 
client must expand to meet those 
increasing needs. Tax consider­
ations, investment strategies, 
current assets and liabilities, 
insurance coverage and future 
plans for retirement and estate 
preservation are all factors you 
must consider. Tying these areas 
together successfully requires a 
thorough knowledge of personal 
financial planning. The College 
for Financial Planning can help 
you to acquire that knowledge.
The College for Financial 
Planning offers a six-part Profes­
sional Education Program that ex­
plores the important areas of per­
sonal finance. Available through 
self-study or formal classes, the 
Program helps you to acquire the 
skills necessary to tie the different 
areas of your client’s finances to­
gether into one, comprehensive 
plan. A financial plan that is 
geared toward your client’s indi­
vidual goals and objectives.
When you complete the Pro­
gram and meet the experience re­
quirements, you earn the profes­
sional designation, Certified Fi­
nancial Planner (CFP).*
You’re offering more to your 
client, so you need to know more. 
Contact the College for Financial 
Planning today to learn more 
about personal finance and how to 
tie the areas together.
* CFP®, Certified Financial Planner™ and 
College for Financial Planning8 are service 
marks of the College for Financial Planning. 
Please send me more infor­
mation on the College for 
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If It is Government, 
Use GASB
Interview with GASB Chairman 
James Antonio
By Roland L. Madison
The Governmental Accounting Stan­
dards Board (GASB) was formed as an 
arm of the Financial Accounting Foun­
dation (FAF) in April, 1984. Since that 
time, James Antonio, Chairman of the 
GASB, and members of his staff have 
been speaking to various professional 
business and accounting groups 
throughout the United States about the 
newly formed Board. The purpose of 
this interview is to give Mr. Antonio and 
the GASB national publication 
coverage to discuss their activities to 
date and several of the major topics on 
the Board’s agenda.
Q There were rather divergent 
views among influential members of 
the National Council on Governmen­
tal Accounting (NCGA), the Council 
of State Governments (CSG) and the 
FASB, particularly by Chairman 
Donald Kirk, about the formation of 
a separate Governmental Accoun­
ting Standards Board. What events 
transpired that allowed these objec­
tions and problems to be alleviated 
and permit the formation of the 
GASB after several years of debate? 
A In spite of what appeared to be 
divergent views about how and 
whether to create a GASB, almost all 
of the relevant parties believed strong­
ly that someone would be designated 
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to set accounting standards for state 
and local governments and that that 
someone should not be the federal 
government.
Recognizing the depth of these feel­
ings, it then became a question of 
whether the GASB would be created 
totally separate from the FASB or 
whether the Financial Accounting 
Foundation would oversee both 
Boards.
A number of contentious points 
resulted in the delay of an agreement. 
I believe the most difficult question was 
that of jurisdiction. Government of­
ficials felt that a GASB should set stan­
dards for all governmental entities in­
cluding those which provide services 
also provided by the profit and not-for- 
profit sectors; e.g., utilities, colleges, 
hospitals, and retirement systems.
FASB felt that GASB should not be 
created but if there was to a GASB, it 
should set standards only for those ac­
tivities unique to government and that 
FASB should govern all others.
In the end, government officials 
were deeply committed to a GASB 
which would be sensitive to the needs 
of users of governmental financial 
reports as well as government accoun­
tants, auditors and officials, and were 
committed to the new Board having 
the authority to set standards for all 
governmental entities. They felt so 
strongly that many were willing to 
create GASB under a separate 
Governmental Accounting Foundation.
I believe the depth of this commit­
ment convinced the FAF and the AIC­
PA that jurisdiction differences were 
not important enough to forego the op­
portunity to have both Boards under a 
common foundation, so they adopted 
the jurisdiction stance of the govern­
ment community.
Q Periodically, the FASB discusses 
the purpose, operation, and com­
position of the Board, as well as the 
due process followed in the 
development of standards. Would 
you discuss these items as they per­
tain to the GASB?
A The purpose of GASB is to improve 
governmental accounting and financial 
reporting. To accomplish this purpose 
in the state and local government en­
vironment it appears to me that several 
groups are critical: the FAF, the Board 
Members, the GASB staff, the 
GASAC, government officials, au­
ditors, the investment community, and 
citizens-taxpayers.
The FAF trustees have the important 
responsibility of putting into place the 
people, the structure, the money and 
the opportunity for improved govern­
mental accounting and financial repor­
ting to occur and then to make 
changes in any of the above as 
necessary to assure that the opportuni­
ty results in progress.
Three government representatives 
were added to the trustee ranks and 
it appears that they have been sincere­
ly received and fully integrated so that 
the trustees do in fact see their role as 
applicable to both FASB and GASB. 
The FAF is serious about its respon­
sibilities for GASB and is committed to 
providing the environment within which 
GASB can succeed.
The FAF took great care in the 
selection of the initial GASB members. 
As a CPA, PhD, experienced auditor 
technician in both the private and 
public sectors, former accounting pro­
fessor and twice elected State Auditor 
of Missouri, I bring a balanced back­
ground to this position which made me 
acceptable to almost all GASB consti­
tuents. Martin Ives, as part-time Vice- 
Chairman of the Board and full-time 
Director of Research, brings an 
outstanding depth of background in 
governmental accounting and auditing 
obtained through experience as a 
practicing CPA, as an official with the 
Army Audit Agency, as Deputy Con­
troller of New York State, and as First 
Deputy Comptroller of the City of New 
York from 1976-1983, the days after 
the fiscal crisis.
The part-time Board members in­
clude: Phil Defliese, former Chairman 
and Managing Partner of Coopers and 
Lybrand, former Chairman of the Ac­
counting Principles Board and current­
ly professor of accounting, Columbia 
University; Elmer Staats, PhD, former­
ly Deputy Director of the Budget and 
later Comptroller General of the United 
States; Gary Harmer, CPA, formerly 
Director of Research, Utah Education 
Association and, since 1973, Ad­
ministrator of Educational Resources, 
Salt Lake City School District.
Like the FASB, GASB has an ad­
visory council — the GASAC. Unlike 
the FASAC, GASAC is composed of 
persons who represent constituent 
organizations. GASAC has veto power 
over appointments to GASB, it has 
fund raising responsibilities and it will 
share equally with the FAF in the struc­
tural review of GASB planned for 1989. 
All of this makes GASAC a powerful 
organization and allows it to operate as 
a key communications link between 
GASB and all of the organizations in­
volved in its creation.
How the FAF, GASB, GASAC, staff 
and constituents work together to set 
standards is governed by GASB’s 
rules of due process.
The process of setting standards is 
as important as the standards 
themselves. The process must be 
perceived as “fair” to all — big and lit­
tle governments, CPAs, investors- 
creditors and citizens-taxpayers. 
Therefore, GASB’s due process rules 
are structured to provide substantial 
opportunity for broad based involve­
ment throughout, a public knowledge 
of decisions being made at each 
established step in the process, and a 
full public record of the input received 
from constituents and the positions 
taken by each GASB Board Member.
GASB was not created because 
government is in fact so different from 
the private sector that only a Govern­
mental Accounting Standards Board 
could understand it. GASB was 
created because only a standard set­
ter supported by government officials 
had any chance at all of being 
successful.
With this backdrop, due process is 
even more important to GASB as a 
means of involving GASB’s diverse 
constituents in the standard setting 
process and as a means of assuring 
those early opponents of GASB of its 
independence in approaching the job 
of setting standards.
Q Please comment upon the size of 
the research and support staff of the 
GASB. To what extent does the 
GASB utilize the resources of the 
FASB since the GASB and the FASB 
share the same physical facilities in 
Stamford, Connecticut?
A The GASB Technical Staff current­
ly members ten persons. It is not an­
ticipated that it will grow significantly. 
The current full-time staff size is many 
times bigger than that of our 
predecessor (the National Council on 
Governmental Accounting), which had 
no full-time staff. It is a very productive 
staff generating just about all the work 
I can keep up with.
The GASB makes use of the ad­
ministrative systems of the FASB (e.g. 
accounting, procurement, personnel, 
public information, and document 
preparation and production).
In addition, we have been provided 
and we have made use of several 
FASB project managers on specializ­
ed topics, e.g. pensions. Beyond that, 
we have a different constituency and 
somewhat different subjects which re­
quire that we develop the expertise 
necessary to solve our problems.
James F. Antonio, Chairman GASB
Q I would like to address the issue 
of the somewhat limited authorita­
tive status of GASB pronounce­
ments and a related potential juris­
dictional problem.
Late last year, the Auditing Stan­
dards Board (ASB) of the American 
Institute of CPAs issued an Inter­
pretation of SAS No. 5, “The Mean­
ing of ‘Present Fairly in Conformity 
with Generally Accepted Accoun­
ting Principles’ in the Independent 
Auditor’s Report” as it pertains to 
pronouncements promulgated by 
the GASB. In brief, the Interpretation 
places “(a) Pronouncements of the 
Governmental Accounting Stan­
dards Board” at the top of a five 
category “hierarchy” of generally 
accepted accounting principles that 
auditors of state and local govern­
ments should follow. The Interpreta­
tion brought the auditor under Rule 
202 of the AICPA Code of Ethics as 
follows “...the auditor should be 
aware that he may have to justify a 
conclusion that another treatment is 
generally accepted for state and 
local government entities if his work 
is questioned.” This standard is 
substantially less than the 
authoritative status enjoyed by the 
FASB under Rule 203 which pro­
hibits a member of the AICPA from 
expressing an opinion that financial 
statements conform to GAAP if 
these statements contain a material 
departure from an accounting prin­
ciple promulgated by the FASB.
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Do you not believe the GASB must 
have support equal to that of the 
FASB from the Institute in order to 
have its (the GASB) operations 
given the necessary recognition and 
credibility by the accounting profes­
sion? Also, tell us the status of any 
actions the GASB is taking to obtain 
that support from the Institute.
A Whether there will be substantial 
compliance with GASB pro­
nouncements will be a function of a 
number of forces relevant to the state 
and local government environment.
First and foremost will be the com­
mitment of state and local government 
accountants, auditors and elected of­
ficials. These groups were instrumen­
tal in GASB’s creation and they made 
a strong commitment, financially and 
morally, to its success. We anticipate 
this commitment continuing.
Second, under single audit legisla­
tion passed by Congress in late 1984, 
substantially all state and local govern­
ments receiving federal fiscal 
assistance must be audited and the 
auditor, whether CPA or government 
official, is to report the extent to which 
the financial statements are presented 
in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles as identified by 
the U.S Comptroller General. The CG 
has indicated that the next revision of 
the GAO’s “yellow book’’ will define 
GAAP for state and local government 
as the standards promulgated by the 
GASB.
Third, many state and local govern­
ments are audited by CPAs who are 
not government officials. For them, the 
recent ASB interpretation of SAS No. 
5 clearly spells out the hierarchy with 
GASB pronouncements at its peak. 
This interpretation, which is essential­
ly Rule 202, is helpful but it is not as 
powerful as Rule 203.
Is Rule 203 coverage important to 
GASB? Clearly the answer is yes. Is it 
absolutely critical to our success? Not 
necessarily. So long as we are 
recognized as the source of govern­
ment GAAP by all the relevant consti­
tuents, we can be successful.
The AICPA was a signatory to the 
agreement creating the GASB. The 
AICPA provides substantial financial 
support to the GASB and the AICPA 
is represented on the GASAC. This 
support has been very important to us 
and we interpret it as an indication of 
strong confidence in our structure. We 
expect to be given an opportunity soon
Martin Ives, Vice-Chairman
to be heard by the AICPA Council 
regarding Rule 203.
Q The ASB Interpretation, in an at­
tempt to lend authoritative status to 
pronouncements of the GASB and 
define its boundaries, may have 
created a jurisdictional problem for 
the Board. A critical paragraph of 
the Interpretation states:
Generally accepted accounting 
principles applicable to 
separately issued general pur­
pose financial statements of 
certain entities or activities in 
the public sector should be 
guided by standards of the 
FASB except in circumstances 
where the GASB has issued a 
pronouncement applicable to 
such entities or activities. 
Those entities and activities in­
clude utilities, authorities, 
hospitals, colleges and univer­
sities and pension plans. (Em­
phasis added by WCPA). GASB 
standards would also apply to 
those entities or activities 
when included in combined 
general purpose financial 
statements issued by state and 
local governmental units.
Thus, is it not possible that the 
auditor may be faced with the selec­
tion between conflicting reporting 
standards? For example, where pen­
sion plan is reported upon within the 
statements of a state-supported 
educational institution or system, 
where two different accounting 
treatments may have authoritative 
support — one from the GASB 
(NCGA State No. 6), covered by Rule 
202, and the other from the FASB
(SFAS-35/36), covered by Rule 203. 
Could this be a potential jurisdic­
tional issue? And, if so, how is it 
reconciled, if possible, within the 
limits of existing authoritative pro­
nouncement and the ASB support 
status of the GASB?
A The intent in articulating the 
jurisdiction portion of the structural 
agreement creating GASB was to 
clearly indicate whose guidance ap­
plies to state and local governmental 
entities. These portions of the struc­
tural agreement have been repeated 
in the Interpretation and they state, as 
you indicate, that “GASB will establish 
standards for activities and transac­
tions of state and local governmental 
entities and the FASB will establish 
standards for activities and transac­
tions of all other entities.’’ This means 
to me, if it is government, use GASB.
The intent of the paragraph which 
you label “critical’’ was to recognize 
the very practical problem of what 
should be done if the GASB has not 
yet pronounced on a subject relevant 
to a public sector entity which provides 
a service similar to that provided in the 
profit or not-for-profit sectors.
To assure an orderly transition and 
to not put the GASB in the position of 
feeling that it had to quickly issue 
guidance for these types of entities, it 
was decided to clearly direct that until 
GASB was able to get around to it, the 
FASB guidance would prevail.
Both the FASB and the GASB are 
opposed to entities “shopping for stan­
dards’’ and that’s why the last 
paragraph of the Interpretation should 
also be considered: “If an established 
accounting principle promulgated by 
the GASB is relevant to the cir­
cumstances, the auditor should be 
aware that he may have to justify the 
conclusion that another treatment is 
generally accepted for state and local 
government entities if his work is 
questioned.”
This language could not be any 
stronger without seeming to grant Rule 
203 status to the GASB which could 
not be done by the Auditing Standards 
Board but only by the AICPA Council.
The only uncertainty that I see is 
whether an entity under consideration 
is part of state and local government. 
This could perhaps be difficult to deter­
mine in some joint ventures between 
a government and a private company. 
Otherwise, the identification should be 
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quite clear and, if it is a governmental 
entity, GASB guidance applies if it ex­
ists, otherwise look to FASB.
Q When Statement of Financial Ac­
counting Concept No. 4, “Objec­
tives of Financial Reporting by Non­
business Organizations’’ (Decem- 
ember, 1980) was issued by the 
Financial Accounting Standards 
Board, it appeared that state and 
local governments would be encom­
passed by this statement of objec­
tives. Could you discuss why the 
Board essentially rejected this por­
tion of the Conceptual Framework 
Project and chose to incorporate 
this as one of the five subparts of 
the Financial Reporting Project?
A The GASB neither accepts nor re­
jects the conclusions reached in SFAC 
No. 4 as regards state and local 
governmental entities. Some of the 
conclusions reached in SFAC No. 4 
may indeed have applicability to finan­
cial reports issued by state and local 
government; others may not. In issu­
ing SFAC No. 4, the FASB stated that 
it “is aware of no persuasive evidence 
that the objectives (set forth in SFAC 
No. 4) are inappropriate” to govern­
mental units. However, there are many 
in government who seriously question 
whether the FASB fully appreciated 
the nature of the governmental en­
vironment or were fully aware of the 
needs of users of governmental finan­
cial reports. (This is a matter that goes 
to the heart of the issue of why the 
GASB was created.) The GASB decid­
ed that a statement of financial repor­
ting objectives for state and local 
governmental units could not be 
developed without fully exploring the 
environmental differences between 
governmental entities and other en­
tities and without undertaking a study 
of the needs of those who use govern­
mental financial reports.
Q The Board issued a Discussion 
Memorandum titled “An Analysis of 
the Issues Related to Measurement 
Focus and Basis of Accounting — 
Government Funds” (February 15, 
1985). The multitude of issues in 
this Discussion Memorandum could 
not be given equitable treatment as 
the sole topic of an entire interview, 
but I will raise one general question 
that sems to permeate the entire 
Memorandum.
Intuitively, I felt the Discussion 
Memorandum wanted to urge 
readership consensus toward the 
commercial “Flow of Economic 
Resources Method” generally used 
in the private sector and supported 
by the AICPA Experiment based 
upon accrual accounting.
Today, the government environ­
ment has changed to the extent that 
stewardship and fiscal accountabili­
ty are prominent elements of a 
political manager’s life. “Users” 
certainly need information to 
evaluate the efficiency of govern­
ment operations and the financial 
condition of reporting units. The 
Memorandum discusses in substan­
tial detail five alternatives (combina­
tions) of measurement focus/basis 
for accounting (MF/BA). It appears 
that the Board believes that different 
reporting entities and different 
revenue types may require different 
MF/BAs for financial reporting. It is 
also equally apparent that the 
modified accrual method presently 
dominant (GAAFR, 1968 and NCGA 
Statement I, 1979) allows the 
nonrecognition of depreciation ex­
pense, and, as the Discussion 
Memorandum notes, permits many 
inconsistencies in the recognition of 
revenue and expenditures.
Accordingly, how do you see 
these inconsistencies being 
minimized by the selection of a 
primary approach to management 
focus/basis of accounting by the 
Board in the near future?
A First, let me assure you that the 
Discussion Memorandum was intend­
ed to be a neutral document. We took 
great pains to avoid any attempts to 
“lead” the readers into a particular 
position. The Board members have an 
open mind on the issue; the whole pur­
pose of due process is to seek out the 
most persuasive arguments for and 
against a particular position.
To answer your question, we look 
upon the measurement focus aspect 
of the DM as being the threshold issue. 
Once we have established what ought 
to be measured in governmental 
funds, a consistent recognition ap­
proach can be developed. In a sense, 
the measurement focus aspect of the 
issue represents the conceptual 
framework within which we will 
develop consistent principles for 
recognizing specific items of revenue 
and expenditure. Thus, we have said, 
for example, that a “total financial 
resources measurement focus” im­
plies accrual accounting; for a “current 
financial resources measurement 
focus,” we used a consistent 60 day 
or one year recognition illustration. The
Philip L. Defliese Elmer B. Staats W. Gary Harmer
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lack of consistency is one of the major 
problems with the existing model that 
we hope to overcome.
Q Instead of the commercial model, 
isn’t the “Flow of Total Financial 
Resources” the best way we may 
realistically expect to achieve 
toward accrual accounting from an 
environment that is by nature 
oriented toward financial resource 
flows and budgetary constraints?
A I’d prefer not to answer the second 
part of your question until we have had 
a chance to evaluate the comments 
received from our constituency as a 
result of due process. I think it’s fair to 
say, however, that there are many who 
believe that the “flow of total financial 
resources” measurement focus suits 
the governmental environment well.
Q Since an exposure draft is 
targeted for this year, could you tell 
us if the major differences between 
FASB Statement 35 and NCGA 
Statement 6 concerning the accoun­
ting for pensions will be reconciled? 
Specifically, (1) the differences bet­
ween the fair value approach to in­
vestment plan asset valuations 
(FASB 35) versus the cost-based (or 
lower market) for equity securities 
or the amortized cost (with effective 
interest amortization) for fixed in­
come securities (NCGA 6); (2) the 
development of the pension obliga­
tion — use of single actuarial cost 
method permitted; and (3) finally the 
inclusion (NCGA) or exclusion 
(FASB) of salary progression in the 
development of the actuarial pre­
sent value of the pension obligation 
being reported? Do you feel that a 
continuation of the differences in 
accounting between the public and 
private sectors may be justified con­
ceptually by either Board 
(GASB/FASB)?
A The GASB decided that the 
quickest way to deal with the difficult 
pension issues was to split the project 
into two parts, pension disclosure 
issues and other issues. The pension 
disclosure issues will cover two of the 
three matters you raise: (1) use of a 
single actuarial cost method and (2) 
use of salary progression. As to the 
use of a single actuarial cost method 
for expressing the pension benefit 
obligation, NCGA Statement 6 is 
already in accord with FASB 35 and, 
based upon GASB discussions to 
date, I believe that the GASB will reach 
a similar conclusion.
As to the use of salary progression, 
it’s important to note that the recent 
FASB Exposure Draft on Employers’ 
Accounting for Pensions embraces the 
concept of salary progression, even 
though FASB 35 does not. Discussion 
among GASB members to date in­
dicates a strong preference for using 
salary progression in expressing the 
pension benefit obligation. Thus, I 
believe that the forthcoming GASB Ex­
posure Draft on pension disclosures 
will be conceptually similar to the new 
FASB Exposure Draft on this issue.
As a general rule, whether it involves 
pensions or some other issue, I feel it 
is incumbent upon the standard-setting 
bodies to justify differences in the con­
clusions they reach. I would prefer not 
to have differences and I anticipate 
that there will not be many, but so long 
as the reasons for differences are ade­
quately explained, I believe that our 
constituencies are prepared to accept 
them.
On behalf of The Woman CPA, I 
would like to extend our appreciation 
to Mr. James Antonio for his coopera­
tion and enlightening interview for our 
readers. Ω
Roland L. Madison, CPA, Ph.D., is 
professor and chairperson of the 
Department of Accounting at John Car­
roll University, Cleveland, Ohio. Dr. 
Madison serves on the staff of The 
Woman CPA as Department Editor for 
Nonbusiness Organizations.
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More Effective and 
Efficient Audits 
Through Use of 
Analytical Reviews
By Philip M. J. Reckers and A. J. Stagliano
A major function performed by the 
independent auditor is discovery and 
investigation of unusual changes in the 
financial accounts under examination. 
Aberrations in account balances are 
often generated by, and indicative of, 
substantial changes in business oper­
ations. This discovery objective is 
required of the auditor by the third 
standard of fieldwork. The auditor’s 
guide in this area, Statement on Audit­
ing Standards No. 1, specifically 
describes two classes of useful proce­
dures. In addition to tests of details for 
transactions and balances, the SAS 
notes the importance of analytical 
reviews for investigations of unusual 
fluctuations in accounts.
While various statistical methodolo­
gies have been developed that can be 
applied as analytical review tech­
niques, it is questionable whether the 
current level of their implementation is 
high enough to permit significant eco­
nomic benefits to accrue. Initial review, 
of an analytical nature, can make audit 
engagements both more efficient and 
effective. Failure to use the analytical 
review technique is disadvantageous 
to auditors, their clients, and financial 
statement users. The discussion below 
focuses on the usefulness of this audit 
method, while describing several com­
mon and easy to apply review 
procedures.
The Purpose of Analytical 
Reviews
Tests of “reasonableness” are 
appropriate both with respect to limited 
statement reviews and full-scale finan­
cial and operational audits. The audi­
tor should, of course, address the 
question: What review method will help 
minimize cost while providing a high 
level of confidence that an effective 
audit has been conducted? The 
answer to this question may vary with, 
and depend on, such case-specific fac­
tors as engagement objectives, client 
size and industry, and available audi­
tor resources (including both time and 
expertise).
Prudent application of analytical 
reviews in the earliest phases of an 
audit can provide for less expensive, 
yet high quality, audits. Preliminary 
examination using analytical review 
techniques would allow minimal test­
ing to be conducted with regard to non­
problem areas, and, simultaneously, 
focus attention on norm-divergent 
items. When “significant” account 
changes are detected early in the audit 
process, investigation might be as sim­
ple as a discussion with the client to 
determine any known source for the 
apparent aberration. If extraordinary 
changes are not fully recognized, 
though, appropriate inquiries might not 
take place. Or, inquiries might be 
initiated late in the process, thereby 
rendering time-consuming and expen­
sive prior auditing efforts unproductive. 
Proper application of projective- 
analytical methods could also serve as 
a cost-effective means for conducting 
interim statement reviews.
As suggested earlier, the use by 
auditors of analytical reviews is not 
always as extensive or sophisticated 
as might be desired. This may be due 
to limitations of costs and/or the com­
plexities of certain techniques. Atten­
tion will be directed here to the various 
tools at the disposal of the auditor. 
Specifically, the discussion will focus 
on the relative costs and benefits of the 
available methods. In addition, this 
paper introduces a new integrative 
measure—decomposition analysis— 
which may be used to complement 
other analytical tests. The techniques 
to be discussed are: trend analysis, 
ratio analysis, multiple regression, and 
the new simple decomposition 
measure.
Trend Analysis
Trend analysis makes projections of 
account changes and balances for the 
current year based on knowledge of 
prior years’ facts. Essentially, this ana­
lytic technique uses information about 
the past to develop projective estima­
tions of the current period. Since a cer­
tain regularity or pattern of change is 
expected, major differences are read­
ily discerned. At its simplest, a free­
hand charting of past account 
balances (or, possibly, ratios of 
balances) might be used to determine 
the trend. The purpose is a highlight­
ing of those deviant items which might 
need closer investigation. More pre­
cise mappings can be achieved with 
an application of the least squares 
method.
To use this type of analysis as an 
auditing tool, however, it is necessary 
to understand the expected behavior 
of those variables that underlie and 
produce the “trend.” Accordingly, a 
trend can be divided into at least three 
basic components: a seasonal pattern, 
a cyclical factor, and a growth-plus- 
inflation element. An illustration of how 
these parts aggregate to form a trend
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The exhibit presents quarterly inven­
tory levels over a four year period with 
the current year being the year of 
extrapolation. Line “X” (Graph 1D) is 
the projected trend line. The area 
between lines S and S1 represents the 
range within which the inventory 
account level would be deemed 
reasonable, not unusual. The inven­
tory levels exhibited in 1D are an 
aggregate of the growth plus inflation, 
cyclical and seasonal factors.
Hypothetical change #1. Assume that 
due to the introduction of a substitute 
product by a competitor, growth of the 
firm slows. The solid line in graph 1A 
depicts this event. If the cyclical and 
seasonal patterns move as expected, 
then the inventory level for the current 
winter quarter year end would rest at 
point “R” in graph 1D. As point “R” 
lies outside the range of acceptance, 
trend analysis has served the function 
of drawing attention to a case of poten­
tial inventory obsolescence.
Hypothetical change #2. Alternatively, 
as we find growth slowing, one or more 
of the other trend elements might 
simultaneously change. If economic 
cyclical conditions reverse prema­
turely, for example, as depicted by the 
solid line in graph 1B, an appreciable 
confusing of the auditor’s perception 
for the need for further investigation of 
the account might ensue. With the var­
ious elements now summing to point 
“R,” a point within the acceptance 
zone, no investigation will be initiated 
although it should be.
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Savill Elected Vice President 
and Treasurer
The Indianapolis Power & Light 
Company (IPL) Board of Directors 
has announced the election of Mrs. 
Annette L. Savill to Vice President 
and Treasurer. Mrs. Savill has been 
Treasurer of IPL since 1981.
A native of Kapuskasing, Ontario, 
Canada, Mrs. Savill received her 
bachelor of science degree in 
business administration and master 
of business administration at In­
diana Central University. She is a 
Licensed Certified Public 
Accountant.
Mrs. Savill began her IPL career 
in 1973 as internal auditor. She later 
was named: director, general ac­
counting in 1976; assistant con­
troller and assistant treasurer in 
1977; assistant controller in 1980; 
and treasurer in 1981.
She is a member of American 
Society of Women Accountants, 
American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants and the Indiana 
CPA Society.
is presented in Exhibit 1. The exhibit 
also shows an example of how signals 
of a typical or aberrant behavior of a 
financial item can be developed from 
the analysis.
While this illustration is quite simpli­
fied, the point of the exhibit and exam­
ple is that trend lines are influenced by 
several economic variables, some 
endogenous and others exogenous to 
the firm. Since each variable may 
change, there are obvious limitations 
to trend analysis. To project a reliable 
trend line, every variable would need 
to be disaggregated into its several 
elements, each such element 
projected, and then the factors reag­
gregated. Constant monitoring is 
essential, sometimes as a considera­
ble cost. In a relatively complex proc­
ess, such as when examining an 
inventory account, there are several 
underlying elements affecting each of 
a multitude of products.
Since there may be many elements 
or variables underlying a trend line, it 
is conceivable that changes in one 
could simultaneously offset changes in 
another and “neutralize” or mask a 
real disturbance. Trend lines are not 
static but dynamic, and such simul­
taneous changes could mislead the 
auditor. Further, if the auditor employs 
trend analysis of certain ratios, for 
example, both the numerator and 
denominator account balance could 
change by the same percentage result­
ing in no apparent trend differences. 
Clearly, the user of this technique must 
exercise caution.
In summary, analytical review of 
trends would appear to be a rather sim­
ple “first-cut” technique to observe 
exceptions and pinpoint situations for 
further investigation. Obviously, 
though, the auditor must proceed care­
fully in relying on this least sophisti­
cated of methods.
Ratio Analysis
Ratio analysis is one of the oldest 
methods of analytical review. It is 
generally directed at the comparison 
over time of structural relationships 
between individual financial statement 
items. Relatively stable relationships 
generally exist between certain 
individual accounts, such as sales and 
shipping costs or credit sales and year- 
end accounts receivable. Structural 
changes would, under optimal condi­
tions, be manifested as significant 
differences in the ratios monitored. In 
this way, unusual behavior can quickly 
be determined.
Although ratio analysis is simple to 
perform, and is, in fact, the most often 
applied analytical method, its limita­
tions must be observed. Some issues 
to be considered by the auditor in con­
ducting ratio testing are:
1. it can handle only linear relation­
ships;
2. it is restricted to only two variables;
3. it is judgmental in nature with 
respect to:
a. the selection of which ratios to 
include in the analysis;
b. the size of change in a ratio which 
is considered significant enough 
to trigger further investigation;
c. the amount of adjustment the 
auditor must make for ratio insta­
bility over time due to uncontrol­
lable environmental influences.
Probably the most significant limita­
tion of ratio analysis is the second one 
noted above. Because of the limitation 
of two variables, a change in the 
numerator account balance could be 
masked by a comparable movement in 
the denominator account. Further­
more, individual ratio examinations 
may be misleading if changes in two 
or more sets of ratios compensate and 
offset one another so that no signifi­
cant firm-wide impact actually exists 
even though examination of an 
individual ratio would strongly suggest 
such an effect. An opposite problem 
could occur if the aggregation of small 
individual ratio changes—no one of 
which is considered significant—might 
indicate a real underlying change in 
structure worthy of investigation.
Integration of multiple factors can be 
accomplished, and the other ratio anal­
ysis restrictions can be alleviated, by 
introduction of more sophisticated 
techniques. Such methodologies, how­
ever, are not without cost. For exam­
ple, the auditor might make application 
of multiple discriminant analysis or fac­
tor analysis of ratios. Still, basic ratio 
testing is an important first-level tech­
nique for analytical review. Applying 
ratio analysis will usually mean that the 
same level of confidence can be 
expressed with fewer detailed tests of 
accounts and transactions.
Regression Analysis
Regression analysis can be used to 
explore both linear and nonlinear rela­
tionships among financial statement 
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variables. This statistical technique 
also allows the use of several indepen­
dent variables in an estimating equa­
tion, and is flexible enough to permit 
inclusion of time-oriented parameters 
(e.g., seasonality, trend, and cyclical 
factors) and other categorical qualita­
tive factors. Regression can be used 
in both a descriptive and predictive 
mode. As an auditor’s analytical review 
tool, it might be applied in either fash­
ion. To simply gain an understanding 
of processes and interrelationships 
among financial factors, a descriptive 
orientation is appropriate. In a projec­
tive mode, the dependent variable of 
interest might be estimated from the 
regression parameters and compared 
with actual results. Aberrations ought 
to be apparent.
A first order regression function, with 
two independent variables may be 
expresed as:
E(Y) = Bo + B1X1 + B2X2 + E 
where:
E(Y) is the expected value of the 
dependent term Y, i.e., the item we 
wish to predict.
Bo is a fixed element of the depen­
dent variable Y. (It may have no 
obvious particular meaning.)
B1 is the rate of change in Y for each 
unit of change in X1, predictor vari­
able one.
B2 is the rate of change in Y for each 
unit of change in X2, predictor vari­
able two.
The number of independent variable 
included in the equation may exceed 
two. Frequently the optimal number of 
independent predictor variables will be 
four or five.
The major question concerning mul­
tiple regression analysis is its cost 
effectiveness. This is especially rele­
vant to medium size and small audit
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firms. Furthermore, regression analy­
sis exhibits at least three distinct limi­
tations or disadvantages. These are: 
1. The validity of the method is contin­
gent upon the independence of 
adjacent observations. This condi­
tion is often not satisfied with finan­
cial data. Adjustments that 
compensate for failure to satisfy the 
requirement are quite complex.
2. Precise modeling becomes more 
difficult, even tedious, when multi­
ple variables are involved that 
require consideration of various pos­
sible lead and lag time periods.
3. When used in a forecasting capac­
ity, the estimated regression 
parameters will often need to be 
updated at the end of a period due 
to the dynamics of changing 
conditions.
Of likely interest to the reader is a 
recent note by Frank Koster of Arthur 
Andersen in the Auditors Report. In this 
paper, Mr. Koster discusses the suc­
cess he experienced in constructing a 
regression model for “testing” inven­
tory figures of some stores in a chain 
that had not taken year-end recent 
physical counts. The regression model 
developed sought to predict each 
store’s gross profit percentage. The 
percentage could then be multiplied by 
sales to predict inventory. Koster’s 
objectives were noted to:
• Quantify the potential misstatement 
of inventory for the tested stores.
• Identify—and investigate—“prob­
lem” stores (i.e., those whose 
predicted and recorded results were 
significantly different).
• Reduce the extent of detailed testing 
of physical inventories.
• Concentrate more on reviewing the 
related internal control procedures.
Five variables were selected for inclu­
sion in the regression model. They 
were:
1) historical gross profit
2) change in “book” inventory
3) inventory shrinkage
4) volume of direct store purchases 
(store purchases made directly from 
vendors and which typically allowed 
lower margins)
5) inventory turnover.
“Overall,” Koster concluded, “We 
considered the regression application 
successful and were able to change 
our audit approach as planned,” 





When President Reagan signed 
“The Deficit Reduction Act” into law 
during 1984, an obscure tax incen­
tive geared to help businesses and 
the disabled was reinstated into the 
IRS Code. Known as Section 190 of 
the IRS Code, this provision allows 
businesses to deduct up to $35,000 
in taxable years 1984 and 1985 if ar­
chitectural barriers to disabled per­
sons are removed at the place of 
business.
Section 190 covers a gamut of 
items which can make a place of 
business more usable by the dis­
abled, including replacement of 
steps with ramps, widening of door­
ways, and space improvements in 
public restrooms. Section 190 was 
part of the IRS Code between 1977 
and 1982, but unfortunately it was 
taken little advantage of because 
business persons did not know of its 
existence.
A general brochure about ac­
cessible buildings and facilities for 
the disabled, a booklet of architec­
tural drawings showing the proper 
design of access elements covered 
under the IRS provisions, and a 
copy of the IRS regulations im­
plementing this tax deduction are 
provided by the Eastern Paralyzed 
Veterans Association at 432 Park 
Avenue South, New York, NY 
10016.
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EXHIBIT 2
An Application of Decomposition Analysis 
Decomposition Formula
A Numerical Balance Sheet Example
BALANCE SHEET









Current $100 $140 $ 50 $ 70
(Percent) (.167) (.200) (.083) (.100)
Long Term 200 210 250 280
(Percent) (.333) (.300) (.417) (.400)
Totals $300 $350 $300 $350
By and large, regression (and other 
similar correlational techniques) is a 
useful analytical review procedure 
when historical data are available to 
estimate the relationships of interest.
Decomposition Analysis
Empirical studies have suggested 
that the decomposition measure has 
great potential for application by audi­
tors in performing analytical reviews. 
Specific research analyses have found 
that:
1) failing firms had, for at least five 
years before bankruptcy, substan­
tially larger balance sheet decompo­
sition measures than those of 
comparable firms that remained 
solvent;
2) the balance sheet decomposition 
measure outperforms a large set of 
basic financial ratios in predicting 
bankruptcy;
3) decomposition measures applied to 
the distribution of a firm’s sales are 
associated with the riskiness of 
those sales;
4) decomposition measures are 
strongly associated with unexpected 
income changes (supporting the 
contention that decomposition 
measures reflect the occurrence of 
unforeseen events).
The potential applicability of decom­
position analysis as a simple sup­
plementary procedure in the audit 
function is certain. What may not be 
clear to most auditors is what costs are 
involved, how easily decomposition 
analysis can be applied, and the flexi­
bility which this method of analysis 
brings to the audit engagement.
Interdependencies among various 
account trends and/or among various 
ratios (or ratios trends) are often either 
ignored or subjectively evaluated. In 
addition, as noted above, ambiguous 
inferences resulting from conflicting 
signals may result. Decomposition 
analysis offers a technique which 
should be of assistance to auditors in 
this area. Though statistical decompo­
sition analysis has an imposing title, it 
is generally quite simple to learn and 
apply. Until recently, the primary 
nonauditing use of decomposition 
analysis has been in the study of allo­
cation problems. Yet, this technique 
has great potential beyond these types 
of situations.
Financial analysis is usually con­
cerned primarily with the changes in 
corporate inputs and outputs— 
classified as assets, liabilities, 
expenses, and revenues. Decomposi­
tion analysis appears to be a natural 
method for examining these summa­
rized financial statement items. The 
essential difference between the infor­
mation type analysis suggested here 
and conventional ratio analysis is that 
the former focuses on decomposition 
of a financial statement (i.e., on the 
relationships within a set of items), 
whereas the latter is rarely applied 
other than to the aggregate individual 
items.
Decomposition analysis acts mainly 
as a screening device to scan data 
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Decomposition Measure
quickly and detect unusual phe­
nomena worthy of more detailed inves­
tigation. It is as a filtering device that 
decomposition analysis may be of 
greatest service to auditors. While ratio 
analysis is relatively inefficient in 
examining all financial statement items 
and somewhat ineffective in making 
integrative judgments, decomposition 
analysis assists such data interpreta­
tions. It identifies whether a significant 
change in financial statement con­
structs has occurred, and isolates the 
point at which most of the change is 
located. Specific investigation can then 
be applied to the specific area of 
unusual activity.
Example of Decomposition Anal­
ysis. In the following simplified and 
highly aggregated example, the bal­
ance sheet is broken down into only 
current assets, current liabilities, long­
term assets, and long-term liabilities 
and equity classifications. As noted in 
the diagram below, these are desig­
nated by the symbols CA (current 
assets), CL (current liabilities), LA 
(long-term assets) and LL (long-term 
liabilities and equity). Total assets (TA) 

















The computation of the decomposi­
tion measure (DM) usually begins with 
a determination of the proportion that 
each element is of the whole. For 
example, the amount of current assets 
might be measured against total 
assets. For exposition purposes here, 
each of the four sections of this sim­
plified balance sheet is divided by the 
sum of the elements (i.e., twice the 
asset total). This is done to obtain a 
fractional measure to be used in the 
decomposition of each section or 
account. The use of logarithms 
ensures that a small positive integer 
results (while this step is not essential 
to the analytical technique, it facilitates 
interperiod comparisons). The meas­
urement focuses on the relative 
proportion that one part is of the whole.
A short example of the computation 
is shown in Exhibit 2. Using the terms 
described in the simplified balance 
sheet, and differentiating the prior year 
(p) and current one (c) with subscripts, 
the complete computation of the 
decomposition score is shown.
Of course, this example is aggrega­
tive. However, an overall first step, as 
shown in the Exhibit 2 example, might 
be the most cost efficient as it would 
obviate more detailed calculations if no 
significant change occurred. If 
changes of significance were un­
covered, a second level of inquiry 
might be applied in which each section 
were treated as the allocated whole in 
independent calculations. In these sec­
ond level calculations, the intent would 
be to isolate the area of change in one 
of the four sections and then focus on 
specific accounts. This is, then, an iter­
ative process in which coarse tests are 
completed to determine whether more 
detailed (and costly) work is required. 
As such, decomposition analysis is an 
analytical review tool ideally suited to 
the audit environment.
Summary
The confidence that an auditor has 
in the fairness of financial statement 
presentation can be developed from
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ously taught at the University of Mary­
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two major sources: tests of transac­
tions and analytical reviews. The lat­
ter tool unfortunately is often entirely 
overlooked, applied piecemeal to var­
ious accounts, or approached from a 
purely subjective stance. Various tech­
niques are available to assist the audi­
tor in conducting analytical reviews. 
Since discovery and analysis of 
unusual financial activity are important 
to the quality of the independent audit, 
methods of analysis, like those 
described here, should find wide 
acceptance by accountants. Analytical 
reviews are easily applied tools that 
could well make the conduct of most 
audit engagements both more efficient 
and effective. Ω
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A Comparative 
Study of Stress in 
Public Accounting
Differences Between Men and Women
By Della A. Pearson, Shari H. Wescott and Robert E. Seiler
Job-related stress is a costly and 
pervasive phenomenon in American 
work organizations. The annual loss 
from stress-related physical illnesses 
is estimated to be as high as $60 billion 
[Greenwood and Greenwood, 1979]. 
Within the past several years, job- 
related stress has become an impor­
tant research area because of the 
increasing recognition of its serious 
organizational and human conse­
quences.
Public accounting is a reputedly 
high-pressure profession, but only a 
limited amount of stress research in 
public accounting has been conducted 
[e.g., Gaertner and Ruhe, 1981; Kelley 
and Seiler, 1982; Senatra, 1982]. Re­
cent research concerning two impor­
tant areas are reported in this paper: 
(1) differences in job-related stress be­
tween women and men public accoun­
tants and (2) differences in perceived 
stress at peak and at slack periods of 
the year.
The growth in numbers of women in 
the profession continues to change the 
makeup of the professional staff. As 
traditional male dominance begins to 
give way to shared roles, comparative 
information about stress among ac­
counting professionals assumes in­
creasing importance because of its 
diagnostic value. This research effort 
addresses the important questions of 
whether men and women public ac­
countants have the same stress 
thresholds and the extent to which they 
are affected by different stressors. It 
also addresses the problem of stress 
at peak and at slack periods. Con­
sideration of the timing element is im­
portant; if an accountant is asked in 
March or April if he or she is “going 
to make it,’’ a likely answer could be, 
“Ask me again in August.” While this 
kind of response may be a good- 
humored attempt to deal with the 
pressure of long hours of work that ac­
companies the busy season, serious 
implications for stress may be present. 
Stress from all sources may intensify 
because of peak-time pressures; on 
the other hand, the sense of ac­
complishment and contribution that a 
person perceives during the busy 
season may tend to obscure underly­
ing stressors that will emerge when ac­
tivity returns to a reduced pace.
Methodology
The objectives of this study were to 
investigate differences in general job- 
related stress dimensions between 
men and women in public accounting 
and to compare these differences at 
two separate time periods — peak time 
and slack time. In addition, the study 
sought to investigate sources of stress 
that are specific to the public account­
ing profession and to compare the im­
pact of these stressors on men and 
women.
A sample of 240 professionals on 
the staff, senior, and manager levels 
from a large practice office of a Big 
Eight firm was randomly selected from 
the firm’s employment roster. An equal 
number was selected from the audit, 
tax, and management consulting 
areas. The individuals were requested 
to respond to two questionnaires, one 
distributed April 1 and the other August 
15. The first questionnaire was 
delivered, accompanied by a notice of 
management’s approval of the project, 
and 81 usable responses were return­
ed. Since the timing of the probe was 
critical, i.e., during the busy season, a 
second request made at a later time 
would have contaminated the stress 
measures. However, those individuals 
who did not participate in the first 
probe were included in the second pro­
be on August 15, and an additional 51 
individuals who did not participate on 
April 1 did participate on August 15. 
Although these “late” participants 
could not be used in this comparative 
study, their responses permitted a 
measurement of the nonresponse 
bias, and no significant differences in 
stress scores were found between the 
two groups. The final results reported 
here are based upon a total of 49 in­
dividuals who responded to both ques­
tionnaires; this group was composed 
of 17 women and 32 men.
Identification of stress levels and 
sources of stress was accomplished by 
the use of two different instruments. 
The first was the Job-Related Tension 
Index, a 15-item questionnaire that in­
corporates general sources of work- 
related stress [MacKinnon, 1978]. The 
instrument has been used in several 
different professional settings 
[Ivancevich, et al., 1983]. The second 
instrument consisted of nine items 
considered to be the more important 
sources of stress in public accounting, 
including such possible stressors as 
the degree of diversity of clients, over­
time requirements, and time-budget 
pressures. These possible stressors 
were identified through interviews with 
a large number of individuals current­
ly or recently in public accounting 
using an expert judge approach and 
pre-testing.
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Because stress theory proposes that 
an individual’s reaction to stressful 
work conditions may involve personali­
ty characteristics or stress-coping 
techniques, or both, these factors were 
also addressed. First, the respondent’s 
tendency toward an A or B personali­
ty type was measured by a six- 
question instrument developed from 
the findings of the Framingham Heart 
Studies [Gordon and Verter, 1969]. 
Second, measurement of a person’s 
ability to release job-related tension 
was accomplished using an instrument 
developed by Ivancevich and Matteson 
[1982]; the instrument has been used 
in stress studies conducted among 
other professional groups and appears 
to have highly reliable properties 
[Ivancevich, et al., 1983].
Results and Discussion
Responses to the 15 questions in 
the stress instrument were grouped 
statistically through factor analysis, 
and three dimensions of job-related 
stress emerged: workload, ambiguity 
and uncertainty, and interpersonal 
relations. The workload dimension in­
cluded such items as having more 
work than can be done, having more 
work than can be done well, and hav­
ing so much work that it interferes with 
family life. The majority of the items 
associated with ambiguity and uncer­
tainty were concerned with uncertain­
ty about performance expectations, 
performance evaluation, dealings with 
superiors, and opportunities for ad­
vancement. The interpersonal ques­
tions dealt with stress produced by 
relationships with people both inside 
and outside the firm. Stress scores for 
all three dimensions were measured at 
both peak and slack times, and the 
results are presented in Table 1.
According to Table 1, the stress 
scores at the peak period were higher 
for women than for men in the interper­
sonal area. However, women’s scores 
were considerably lower in the am­
biguity and uncertainty dimension and 
somewhat lower in the workload 
dimension. These differences reduced 
their overall scores below those of 
men. All differences tended to disap­
pear at the slack season, and men- 
women differences in all dimensions 
were negligible at that point.
The fact that stress for women in the 
workload dimension increased during 
the slack season is a somewhat sur­
prising finding, even though the in­
TABLE 1
Comparative Stress Scores of Men and Women in a 
Large Public Accounting Firm
During Peak Period During Slack Period 
Women Men Women Men
(n = 17) (n = 32)
Dimensions of Stress:*
Workload 2.77 2.94 2.87 2.83
Interpersonal relations 2.50 2.25 2.25 2.22
Ambiguity and uncertainty 2.34 2.64 2.61 2.67
Overall (combined) 2.49 2.67 2.63 2.65
Personality Type: 
(Type B = 1; Type A = 4) 2.56 2.62
Tension Release Ability: 
(Low tension release ability 
=1:
High tension release ability 
= 7)
*Based upon a scale of 1 to 5, with 1
4.00




Comparative Sources of Stress for Men and Women 
in a Large Public Accounting Firm
During Slack Period 
Women Men Difference*
(n = 17) (n = 32)
Time budget pressures 3.65“ 3.62 +.03
Overlap of assignments 3.35 3.07 + .28
Overtime requirement 2.76 2.61 +.15
Frequency and adequacy of 
personnel reviews 2.11 2.41 -.30
Level of compensation 1.76 2.31 -.55
Training activities; 1.75 1.61 +.14
Size of clients 1.70 1.70 .0
Travel requirements 1.65 1.95 -.30
Diversity of clients 1.59 1.73 -.14
* + = greater stress for women than for men 
“1 = not a stressor; 3 = moderately stressful; 5 = very strong stressor.
crease is minimal. Perhaps a lack of 
heavy workloads can be stressful. It is 
also interesting that for women the 
degree of stress caused by interper­
sonal relations decreased between the 
two time periods while stress from am­
biguous and uncertain situations in­
creased. Women perceived interper­
sonal relations as more stressful dur­
ing the busy season. One explanation 
for the change may be that during the 
busy season, the pressure of dealing 
with clients and others about con­
troversial items heightens the impor­
tance of that area. At the same time, 
as the busy season crisis passes and 
the sense of accomplishment sub­
sides, underlying anxieties about am­
biguities may tend to surface.
Also presented in Table 1 are per­
sonality type scores and tension 
release ability scores. Type A per­
sonalities are competitive, hard- 
driving, and impatient, and stress 
theory holds that they are more prone 
to stress than the more laid-back Type 
B personalities. The difference in the 
A/B personality types between men 
and women was negligible. Both men 
and women scored about mid-range 
between the Type A and Type B per­
sonality extremes, and this is consis­
tent with the stress levels they 
reported.
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A considerable difference between 
men and women is noted in the tension 
release scores. Apparently women find 
it more difficult to leave work problems 
at work and, in general, to relax. One 
explanation for this may be that 
women assume more home respon­
sibilities than men and simply do not 
have the leisure time to devote to hob­
bies, sports, or other relaxing forms of 
activities.
Table 2 approaches the measure­
ment of stress in public accounting in 
a different way. In that table specific 
items considered to be dominant 
sources of stress in public accounting 
are compared. Respondents rated 
nine potential stressors according to 
the amount of stress produced by 
each. The stress sources are listed in 
descending order for women accord­
ing to the magnitude of the stress 
caused by each source. Time/budget 
pressures and overlap of assignments 
were the sources of greatest stress for 
both men and women; both groups 
reported greater than moderate stress 
from these sources.
Women reported significantly 
greater stress than men in one area — 
overlap of assignments. Women also 
experienced more stress than men 
from overtime requirements even 
though, according to the demographic 
data gathered in the study, they ex­
perienced less actual overtime during 
slack season (the means were 6.0 
hours per week for women and 7.3 for 
men).
Compared to men, women ex­
perienced much less stress caused by 
travel requirements. This difference 
could be the result of differing travel re­
quirements, since women averaged 
only .7 overnights per month com­
pared to 1.4 average overnights for the 
men during the slack period.
Two stressors included in the list ap­
peared to be related to reward and ad­
vancement; these are the frequency 
and adequacy of personnel reviews 
and the level of compensation. No data 
were requested in our study about ac­
tual compensation or the actual review 
process, but the data gathered do in­
dicate that women were much less 
stressed by these sources than men. 
Assuming that compensation and the 
review process are equitable for men 
and women, one might expect women 
to experience approximately the same 
amount of stress from these areas as 
men. While speculation about reasons 
for these results is tenuous, it may be 
that the women in our sample are 
younger since staff and seniors with 
one to four years experience made up 
the bulk of our subjects. These young 
women may not, on average, view 
themselves as primary bread winners, 
and their self-esteem may not be as 
dependent on their salary as it would 
be for the men.
Conclusions
The findings of this study indicate a 
difference in the overall stress levels 
of men and women at the busy season 
but no overall difference at the slack 
period. Further, the study does in­
dicate for the women a shift in the 
dimensions of stress; ambiguity and 
uncertainty increased noticeably at the 
slack period, while stress from in­
terpersonal relations decreased. The 
lower stress release ability reported by 
women may have a bearing on this 
shift, but the exact nature of any such 
relationship could not be ascertained 
from our data.
The findings of this study should be 
approached with caution. The results 
may not be generalizable to all national 
accounting firms or even to offices 
within the same firm. In addition, the 
conclusions drawn from this study are 
constrained by the fact that many 
possible explanatory variables were 
not controlled. Factors such as marital 
status, number and age of children, 
and age of the respondent contribute 
to an individual’s propensity to stress, 
and unfortunately these variables 
could not be held constant. However, 
stress differences were found, and 
these findings make our study of in­
terest and a worthwhile base for further 
research. Ω
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Take advantage of the resources at 
your disposal to increase productivity.
Your local McBee Representative, for 
example, can help make your time more 
productive by making bookkeeping less 
troublesome for your clients.
From McBee’s comprehensive 
line of one-write systems, there’s one 
suitable for practically any client’s 
needs and pocketbook.
Your McBee Rep will consult with 
you as to the system that’s called for, 
personally supervise its installation, train 
the client’s staff as needed, and check 
back to assure customer satisfaction.
Whether it’s a simple Cash 
Disbursements system that’s called 
for, or a computer input plan, the solution 
is the same. Call your McBee Rep — your 
local resource backed by a company with 
more than 50 years of forms design and 
one-write bookkeeping experience.
Put it to work for you.
( ) Have my McBee Representative contact me.





City/State/Zip____ __ __ __________________________________________________________ —
299 Cherry Hill Rd., Parsippany, N.J. 07054 (201) 263-3225 W7/85
McBee
One-Write Bookkeeping Systems
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Phenomenal 
Changes of the 
Female Accountant
The male dominated profession of 
accounting has been admitting its 
female entrants primarily at the lower 
levels, but as these women acquire 
experience, their promotional opportu­
nities should increase. Traditional 
views of their co-workers and perhaps 
even their spouses, however, are fac­
tors which must be dealt with in order 
to be accepted in this professional set­
ting. The traditional views to be over­
come have been expressed as follows:
Results of a Decade
By Rose Knotts, Traute Phillips-Danielson, 
Stephen Replogle and Emelda Williams
During the past few decades peren­
nial shifts in societal attitudes and 
practices have effected a broadening 
of the sex-roles of women. As a con­
sequence, the traditional concept of 
the family and the nature of women’s 
participation in the labor force have 
been modified considerably. Industri­
alization, technology, and increased 
middle-class affluence decreased the 
burden of domestic tasks. Concur­
rently, family size progressively dwin­
dled, household work became less 
arduous and time consuming, and 
inflation eroded the living standards of 
families. Consequently a considerable 
number of women began to seek 
employment outside the home to ful­
fill self-expression aspirations and to 
contribute to the family’s economic 
requirements.
Concurring with the transformation 
from household work to external work, 
the average life span of women 
increased making the probability of 
outliving a spouse highly likely. Cou­
pled with an increase in the frequency 
of divorce and single person house­
holds, the desire of women to be self- 
supporting gained impetus. This trend 
was initially suppressed in women 
because the skills women acquired as 
they reared children and managed 
households were largely discounted as 
it was presumed that these skills were 
not transferrable into the workplace. In 
addition, women received less encour­
agement than men to pursue profes­
sional positions (Spence & Helmreich, 
1978).
Occupational role typing, once 
established, tends to persist over time 
and is difficult to reverse. It is only the 
relatively recent emphasis on equal 
opportunity that has mitigated previous 
inhibitions about women in the work 
force, particularly in jobs/positions 
traditionally held by men. With the rise 
of pressure groups and awareness 
techniques, society has become more 
accepting of professional women and 
it is expected that women will continue 
to increase their numbers as well as 
their status in professional positions 
such as accounting (U. S. Department 
of Labor, 1980).
Studies completed at several univer­
sities indicate a trend towards increas­
ing numbers of women entering the 
field of accounting, a field traditionally 
occupied by men.1 In the past half 
decade, the number of women study­
ing to be accountants increased by 35 
percent and it is estimated that in the 
next five to ten years, an equal num­
ber of men and women will be study­
ing accounting (Melcher & Walker, 
1980).
“Women don’t seem to be suited 
for business. Their personalities 
are different. They may study the 
same subjects but they have 
different personalities.” (Pfeifer & 
Shapiro, 1978, pp. 78)
The Literature
In the past, it was assumed that 
women who were successful in the 
professional world possessed mascu­
line qualities (Singer, 1976). Masculin­
ity and femininity were considered to 
be bi-polar opposites, with masculin­
ity indicating a cognitive focus on 
accomplishing the task and femininity 
indicating an expressive/instrumental 
orientation where the welfare of others 
and harmony within the group is 
desired (Spence & Helmreich, 1978). 
The American cultural norm, further, 
ascribed authority to males, rather 
than females (O’Leary, 1976).
The career aspirations of female 
accountants, however, have motivated 
them to seek role models from which 
they learn how their role is to be per­
formed. Consequently, composition of 
the accounting work force reflects 
primarily male subjects on which to 
model attitudes and behaviors. Work­
ing within such a male role model 
reference group, it has been hypothe­
sized that female accountants would 
modify their orientations toward work 
and become more male-like in their 
attitudes. Gomez-Mejia (1983) found 
support for this hypothesis in his study 
of the effect of occupational socializa­
tion and sex differences on work 
related attitudes among employees at 
different levels of large organizations. 
Specifically, he found fewer differ­
ences between women who had more 
tenure on the job and men than 
women who had less tenure than men. 
He noted no such discernible changes 
in men, however.
Other studies concerning women in 
non-traditional careers have examined 
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achievement levels, leadership styles, 
attitudes, and a plethora of other fac­
tors. Osman (1973) studied personal­
ity factors of male and female 
accounting clerks and found women to 
be more sensitive, less self-assured, 
and less relaxed than their male coun­
terparts. Knotts (1975), using the 
Edwards Personal Preference Sched­
ule found that women in accounting 
displayed significantly higher needs for 
Heterosexuality and Agression than 
general adult women, but had signifi­
cantly lower needs for Order, Affilia­
tion, and Nurturance. Frazer, Lytle, 
and Stolle (1978) using the Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedule, stud­
ied female accounting majors, and 
also found that these women had 
higher needs for Achievement and 
Order and have more Endurance rela­
tive to other college age women. 
Ernest and Lampe (1982) examined 
attitudinal differences toward compen­
sation, leisure time, and satisfying job 
tasks and found that females place 
more value on leisure time than their 
male counterparts. Crumpstone, 
Dixon, and Taylor (1982) concluded 
that there was little difference between 
male and female accounting students 
in terms of psychological charac­
teristics.
While these studies appear to inti­
mate slight differences between the 
female entering a non-traditional 
professional field and her contem­
poraries, there appears to be a great 
deal of similarity between these 
women and their male colleagues over 
time as they interact in the work place. 
If this is a perceptible trend, then sex 
differences may diminish among men 
and women as occupational socializa­
tion affects women.
The Study
The data collected for over a decade 
will contribute to a fuller understand­
ing of the relationship between tenure 
and occupational socialization. The 
study partially replicated one con­
ducted in the early 1970’s by Knotts 
(1975). It was designed to investigate 
Men  Women Accounting
TABLE 1
Intertemporal Comparisons of EPPS Scores of Women Accountants 
with the Normative Groups of Adult Men and Women. 
NORMATIVE GROUPS TEST
M SD M SD M SD zmen zwom zCh







































































































































Notes: 1972 test results are in italics below 1982 results
(M)—A need significantly higher among normative males 
(F)—A need significantly higher among normative females 
a Significant at the .01 level 
b Significant at the .05 level 
c Significant at the .10 level
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demographic and personality variables 
of women accountants to determine if 
and/or how these women have 
changed over the past decade. 
Women accountants were selected 
because of the increasing proportion 
in accountancy and because this field 
in general is a rapidly growing one, 
offering many opportunities for the 
advancement of women. The analysis 
may provide indication of the magni­
tude of the change experienced by 
women accountants as well as an indi­
cation of the effect of the socialization 
process that occurs when men and 
women share the same occupational 
experiences.
The Edwards Personal Preference 
Schedule (can be purchased from The 
Psychological Corporation, 7500 Old 
Oak Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 
44130), a standardized personality 
inventory, was used to measure fifteen 
personality characteristics. Some fifty 
female accountants were asked to par­
ticipate in the study. Thirty EPPS pro­
files with a consistency score of 11 or 
better were selected for this study.2 
Group means were compared statisti­
cally by testing null hypotheses of “no 
difference”. Z-values were computed 
using the sample form:
Complete results of the study are 
presented in Table 1. The mean (M) 
and standard deviation (SD) are iden­
tified for women accountants as well 
as the normative groups of general 
adult men and women. The zMen 
statistic is a measure of the number of 
standard errors of the difference 
between the test group and normative 
group of men. zWomen is the same 
measure with respect to the normative 
group of women. The z82-72 statistic 
is the number of standard errors 
represented by the difference between 
the means of 1982 and 1972. The sex­
ual designations (Male and Female) 
indicated that, in normative groups, the 
mean score of that sex was signifi­
cantly greater (at the .01 level) than the 
mean of the other sex. Traditional 
stereotypical orientations for a need 
are indicated by its relative strength 
within the sexes.
Findings
In the original Knotts study con­
ducted in the early 1970’s, female 
accountant’s scores were significantly 
lower on instrumental needs for Defer­
ence, Order, Affiliation, Succorance, 
and Nurturance than the general adult 
women. However, significantly higher 
scores were found on the task oriented 
needs of Heterosexuality and Aggres­
sion. Ten years later, this gap widened 
as female accountants exhibited sig­
nificantly lower scores on the need for 
Deference, Order, Affiliation, Abase­
ment, and Nurturance than the general 
adult women.3 In addition, higher 
scores were obtained in the 1980’s 
study for the task oriented needs, 
Achievement, Exhibition, Dominance, 
Heterosexuality, and Aggression. The 
changes in Achievement, Exhibition, 
and Heterosexuality, were significant.
Though men were not compared in 
the original study, efforts were made 
to compare them in the replication 
study. It was found that female accoun­
tants had significantly higher needs on 
the instrumental needs in the 1970’s 
study of Intraception, Abasement, and 
Change but significantly lower needs 
of Dominance, and Heterosexuality ten 
years later. Additionally, they scored 
lower on the instrumental needs of 
Intraception, Change, and Abasement.
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In examining some of the specific 
needs, one of the first observations to 
be made concerns the instrumental 
needs of Deference and Abasement. 
These changed significantly, 
increased over the decade, in contrast 
to other instrumental needs as these 
women began to assimilate more task 
oriented characteristics. Other areas in 
which task needs changed signifi­
cantly were Achievement, Exhibition, 
Dominance, and Heterosexuality. 
These findings suggest that the big­
gest changes are taking place in the 
personality factors related to task 
orientation. However, it also appears 
that these women are retaining some 
of their instrumental orientation also.
Summary and Conclusions
Traditionally, working women, 
regardless of occupation, have been 
portrayed as being passive, suppor­
tive, and fearful of success. Conse­
quently, profiles of women in both 
studies indicated that women in these 
nontraditional occupations had strong 
needs for Achievement, Dominance, 
and Heterosexuality, or task relevant 
characteristics. Lower needs were evi­
denced in the instrumental needs of 
Deference, Order, Abasement, and 
Nurturance. An exception to this trend 
occurred in the variables Intraception, 
Change, Endurance, and Aggression,
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with the first three being attributed 
more to females and the later being 
attributed to males. Additionally, these 
differences were not nearly so marked 
as the trend toward the overall transi­
tion of the female accountants toward 
more task oriented behavior as they 
gain experience in this professional 
field.
Results of this study compliment the 
Gomez-Mejia study (1983) in which it 
was found that women tend to internal­
ize the job norms or attitudes 
associated with their male counter­
parts. As a result there appeared to be 
a convergence of work related atti­
tudes of females to males over time. 
If convergence is becoming a conspic­
uous trend, rather than showing weak­
ness as some might imply, it would 
indicate flexibility on the part of female 
accountants in the workplace. As indi­
cated by the Gomez-Mejia study (1983) 
men did not exhibit the same trend 
toward reciprocal behaviors as they 
work with female colleagues in the 
workplace. In the modern, complex 
workplace adaptability is an important 
attribute.
While it appears that women’s attri­
butes are changing more in the work­
place than men’s, one might question 
the trend of abandoning stereotypically 
instrumental variables such as
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Intraception, Succorance, Nurturance, 
and Change. As society gravitates 
toward showing more concern for 
social rights and quality of life, it is 
highly feasible that these same varia­
bles are desirable in workers.
Another issue of concern would be 
whether women recognize the value of 
being more androgynous as the work 
situation requires, or do they subcons­
ciously adopt characteristics of male 
role models. Though numerous 
studies speculate on the causes of the 
differences and attitudes between men 
and women in the work force, few reso­
lute answers are provided. As Gomez- 
Mejia (1983, p. 497) indicates, “The 
interaction and relative effects of these 
factors are still unclear.’’
Though little research exists on how 
the American male worker has 
changed as a result of women enter­
ing the work force in greater numbers, 
some possible areas of investigation 
are implicit. Specifically, what are the 
differences between men and women 
in the same occupational roles, and 
what demographic, contextual or task 
variables affect these differences? As 
more studies concerning relationships 
and characteristics of male and female 
workers are completed, it may be that 
the differences lie in the internal orien­
tations of individuals rather than a sex
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role, occupational role, or some other 
characteristic, Ω
NOTES
1 For a fuller discussion of these trends, see 
Fraser, Adlyn M., Lytle Richard, and Stolle, 
Carlton, "Profile of Female Accounting Majors,” 
The Woman CPA 40 (October 1978): 18-21. Earn­
est, Kenneth R, and Lampe James C., "Attitu­
dinal Differences Between Male and Female 
Auditors,” The Woman CPA 44 (July, 
1982): 13-20. Crumpstone, E.A., Dixon, Bruce R., 
and Taylor David B., "Female and Male 
Accounting Students,” The Woman CPA 44 
(April, 1982):8-11.
2 The EPPS was constructed with a con­
sistency score to detect the possibility of random 
guessing. The manual recommends a minimum 
score (8) before considering a profile invalid. 
(unusable)
3 It might be noted that there was a signifi­
cant change (at the . 10 level) in Deference, Affili­
ation, and Abasement, with Abasement being 
significant only in the second study.
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A Practical 
Alternative to Joint 
Cost Allocation
Current Sales Method Has Advantages
By M. Frank Barton and J. David Spiceland
Some accountants believe that true 
joint product costs are not separable 
and to attempt an allocation of such is 
at best an arbitrary cost expedient of 
limited utility—especially in providing 
a basis for product pricing. Horngren 
[1982] argues that any method of 
allocating truly joint costs to various 
units produced is useful primarily for 
purposes of inventory costing and that 
such allocation is useless for cost­
planning or control purposes. Simi­
larly, Corcoran [1978] states that “for 
decision making purposes, one should 
avoid allocating joint costs; essentially 
this amounts to dividing the indivisible. 
If a man buys a cow, how much has 
he paid for its tenderloin and round 
steaks? How much for its bones? It 
does not matter that the local butcher 
can declare a selling price for each 
part of the cow. The decision was to 
invest in the cow: presumably the 
buyer envisioned that investment 
would earn a return by way of later sale 
of its components.”
Study Objective
A review of accounting literature 
regarding joint product cost allocation 
indicates that most accountants have 
little regard for current methods used 
in allocating joint costs to joint 
products. The only benefit to be 
derived from joint cost allocation con­
sistently identified is to serve the time 
period assumptions in preparing finan­
cial statements by providing a method 
of inventory costing which affect the 
income statement and balance sheet. 
If in fact, the allocation of joint product 
cost is an arbitrary cost expedient of 
limited utility as presently viewed, why 
not develop a cost allocation method 
that could serve management in pric­
ing and selling components of the joint 
product bag? The “current sales 
method” may be just that.
Cost Methods
Joint-product costs are the costs of 
manufactured goods having non-trivial 
sales values that are simultaneously 
produced by a process or series of 
processes. Products of the process are 
not identifiable as different individual 
products until after a certain stage of 
production (split-off point), where the 
joint products become individually 
identifiable.
There are several commonly 
accepted methods of allocating joint­
product costs of manufacturing 
processes where two or more relatively 
significant products are produced. 
Several of the methods are explained 
in the following paragraphs.
The market value method—also 
referred to as the sales value method, 
net realizable method, or relative sales 
realization method—allocates costs at 
the split-off point based on the ratios 
of the net realizable values of each 
product. The net realizable value is 
determined by subtracting separable 
processing costs from the gross mar­
ket value of each product.
It is important to note that the mar­
ket value method clearly allocates 
costs to various products based upon 
their respective contributions to sales 
volume. This procedure not only 
results in an arbitrary and indirect 
measurement of actual cost by prod­
uct, but the method also is predicated 
on sales (demand) and not cost (sup­
ply) criteria.
The physical unit method allocates 
costs on the basis of physical units 
such as weight, volume, linear meas­
ure, atomic weight, heat units, and bar­
rel gravity (in the petroleum industry). 
If allocated costs are based on physi­
cal units, even though there may be 
several bases for identifying a com­
mon physical count, the costs are often 
distorted in relation to the sales value 
of the different products. For example, 
the cost of a pound of pigs’ feet would 
be the same as a similar portion of cen­
ter cut cured ham. Also, the cost allo­
cated to a gallon of tar based on 
volume would be the same as that allo­
cated to a gallon of gasoline. To over­
come this problem, many companies 
use a weighted-average method of 
allocating joint costs. Under this 
method the quantity of each product is 
multiplied by a pre-established weight­
ing factor to take into consideration for 
each unit such things as size of the 
unit, difference in labor used, difficulty 
to manufacture, or any number of 
different variables.
Unlike the market value method, the 
physical unit method attempts the sur­
rogate measurement of actual product 
costs based upon cost (supply) and no 
sales (demand) data. Unfortunately, 
there is little evidence to support a high 
correlation between the weight and 
volume of a particular petroleum prod­
uct and its respective cost.
The replacement value method 
assumes, as an example, that the pri­
mary purpose of a refinery is the 
production of gasoline and that there 
is only one other product, fuel oil. Kero­
sene produced by a refinery could the­
oretically be converted by further 
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cracking processes to yield additional 
gasoline. The cost of kerosene is the 
cost of processing an additional vol­
ume of crude oil to replace the gaso­
line content of kerosene lost by not 
processing it to its maximum gasoline 
yield, less any operating costs saved 
by failure to process to the ultimate 
gasoline content. The cost to bring the 
kerosene to a marketable condition is 
added to this cost.
The theoretical shortcomings of the 
replacement value method are obvi­
ous. A high percentage of the total cost 
of production is allocated to gasoline 
during the initial cracking process. 
Thus, as additional production con­
tinues, primarily only incremental 
processing costs accrue to the ensu­
ing products, e.g., kerosene, heating 
oil and residual oil used by the utilities. 
This process is not unique to the oil 
and gas industry.
Current Sales Method
Traditional methods of allocating 
joint product costs are considered by 
most accountants as being a neces­
sary, however arbitrary cost expedient 
for financial reporting purposes. If this 
is an arbitrary cost expedient, why not 
use a method that would provide some 
benefits? Current methods of joint cost 
allocation have not allowed accounting 
to keep up with changing customer 
demands and the resulting changes in 
product mixes. A system of cost allo­
cation that would load joint products 
according to their performance during 
each period of operation might be of 
benefit. Slow moving products would 
be loaded with a smaller share of the 
joint costs making them more attrac­
tive at the marketplace.
A joint cost allocation method that 
allocates higher cost to joint products 
experiencing high current demand is 
the current sales method. This method 
allows the assigning of joint costs 
according to shifts in relative demand 
within each operating period. The cur­
rent sales method is illustrated in 
Exhibit II using the hypothetical data 
in Exhibit I to allocate an assumed joint 
cost of $100,000.
The current sales method allocates 
joint production costs simply by 
assigning current production costs by 
relative current sales of joint products 
(as opposed to sales value of units 
produced). For example, referring to 
Exhibit I, in 19X3 Product A will be 
assigned 200/350 of the joint costs. 
The ratio is determined by current 
demand rather than by current produc­
tion as would be the case in the units 
of production method (20/100) or the 
market value method (100/290).
Exhibit II shows a comparison of the 
results of current sales method with
EXHIBIT I





produced sold produced soldproduced sold
A 20,000 30,000 30,000 20,000 20,000 40,000
($5) ($100,000) ($150,000) ($150,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($200,000)
B 50,000 40,000 40,000 50,000 50,000 30,000
($2) ($100,000) ($ 80,000) ($ 80,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($ 60,000)
C 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000
($3) ($ 90,000) ($ 90,000) ($ 90,000) ($ 90,000) ($ 90,000) ($ 90,000)
TOTALS 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
($290,000) ($320,000) ($320,000) ($290,000) ($290,000) ($350,000)
EXHIBIT II
Comparison of Assignment of Joint Production Costs by Allocation Method 
(unit cost in parenthesis)
Product
Units of Production Method Market Value Method Current Sales Method
19X1 19X2 19X3 19X1 19X2 19X3 19X1 19X2 19X3
A $20,000 $30,000 $20,000 $34,483 $46,875 $34,483 $46,875 $34,483 $57,143
($1.00) ($1.00) ($1.00) ($1.72) ($1.56) ($1.72) ($2.35) ($1.13) ($2.85)
B $50,000 $40,000 $50,000 $34,483 $25,000 $34,483 $25,000 $34,483 $17,143
($1.00) ($1.00) ($1.00) ($ .69) ($ .63) ($ .69) ($ .50) ($ .86) ($ .34)
C $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $31,034 $28,125 $31,034 $28,125 $31,034 $25,714
($1.00) ($1.00) ($1.00) ($1.03) ($ .94) ($1.03) ($ .94) ($1.03) ($ .86)
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other methods. Note that the current 
sales method allocates shares of joint 
costs to faster-moving products. As 
demand changes over time, costs are 
shifted to products in relatively greater 
demand. Herein lies the method’s 
most desirable characteristics.
Traditional methods of joint cost allo­
cation offer little motivation for includ­
ing cost considerations in pricing, 
planning, and control decisions. How­
ever, the current sales method assigns 
higher (lower) costs to faster (slower) 
moving products. Resulting cost data 
reflect relative demand for products, 
yielding better input for deciding 
appropriate pricing policies, determin­
ing production to meet demand, evalu­
ating performance, and making other 
management decisions. Moreover, a 
higher proportion of production costs 
are matched against revenues under 
this method, providing tax savings as 
well as lower carrying costs for slower- 
moving inventory.
Summary and Conclusion
The current sales method of allocat­
ing joint production costs demon­
strated in this article provides a viable 
alternative to traditional joint cost allo­
cation methods. The method sug­
gested serves to assign production 
costs in a manner which responds to 
shifts in demand from period to period. 
Benefits include better information for 
management decision-making, tax 
savings, and reduced inventory carry­
ing costs for slow-moving inventory. It 
is concluded that the current sales 
method is a logical, practical approach 
to joint cost allocation which is partic­
ularly well-suited to the dynamic and 
unpredictable environment in which 
many industries operate. Ω
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By Ruth H. Doumlele
Trained in analysis and structured 
by procedures, accountants of today 
are among the movers and shakers in 
the professions. Mercury rules the 
astrological sign Virgo and, in the 
study and practice of astrology, Mer­
cury rules accounting. It is the fastest 
moving planet in the heavens. Its 
speed is exceeded only by the Sun 
and the Moon and it strongly affects 
the manner in which one practices 
accounting.
Not all accountants are Virgos and 
not all Virgos are accountants. They 
are found in all twelve signs of the 
zodiac and basic traits of the different 
signs have an effect on the manner in 
which an accountant practices.
Let’s examine how this may work by 
looking at the twelve signs of the 
zodiac.
Aries is the initiator of action and 
new directions. The Aries accountant 
may design an effective accounting 
model or procedure. However, the 
details of implementing it will be left to 
someone else while Aries goes on to 
something new.
Taurus is the money-oriented ac­
countant par excellence. The Taurean 
accountant constantly strives for cost 
effectiveness, working diligently on tax 
shelters and profit sharing plans. 
Taurus will be certain up front that 
there is enough money in a job to be 
well paid.
Gemini excels at writing and analyz­
ing theory. Gemini scrutinizes FASB 
pronouncements and looks for the tax 
loopholes. The Gemini accountant 
probably conducts tax seminars, ex­
plaining myriad details. And of course, 
Gemini will always have an alternate 
method if the first one doesn’t work to 
advantage.
Cancer is involved in nurturing the 
client, even subconsciously consider­
ing each client or company a favorite 
child to be advised and directed. A 
Cancer accountant probably mothered 
(or fathered) the concept of employee 
benefit packages. Cancer works well 
with companies related to food or 
homes.
Leo is the star of the accounting 
field. The Leo accountant wants to be 
in the limelight and on panel discus­
sions. A Leo accountant does well in 
broadcast or motion picture accoun­
ting, but also wants business 
associates to be personal friends. 
Watch Leo’s feelings which may 
become downcast if proposed policies 
are not adopted.
The Virgo accountant loves the 
detail and procedures in a practice and 
wants to be certain each function is im­
plemented in impeccable manner. 
Virgo is content to allow others to have 
the limelight, so long as the estab­
lished tests have been adhered to. A 
Virgo accountant may work on such 
health care provisions as the cafeteria 
plans and does research on GAAP and 
FASB.
Libra is the social butterfly of the 
zodiac. Its sign is the scales or 
balance, so Libra is meticulous in see­
ing that all bases have been covered 
and the debits and the credits do in­
deed balance. But how about a little 
partying into the night after the job has 
been completed? The Libra accoun­
tant may choose a field of cosmetics 
or beauty products.
Scorpio is the detective/accountant 
of the zodiac. Here the natural tenden­
cy to examine all aspects of a transac­
tion pays off, when the Scorpion is in 
internal accounting or looking for com­
puter fraud. Few deviations escape the 
keen eye of the Sherlock Holmes of 
accounting.
Sagittarius is the publisher or the 
academician in accounting. The Sagit­
tarian accountant is always ready for 
the overseas assignment, or is in pro­
cess of writing for accounting journals. 
This is the accounting philosopher.
Capricorn may be the future presi­
dent of the corporation. This accoun­
tant builds a strong base, cultivates the 
proper people and is willing to wait for 
the payoff. Her or his method almost 
always succeeds.
Aquarius is the humanitarian and 
views accounts as her or his world. 
The Aquarian accountant will be great 
in not-for-profit organizations or in 
businesses which are involved in 
ecology. Here the compensation is not 
as important as the service.
Pisces views the world as a means 
of helping others. The Pisces accoun­
tant has a personal as opposed to a 
business responsibility to all clients. 
Pisces becomes involved in health 
field accounting and may become the 
controller of a hospital.
If the described sun signs traits do 
not apply to you as an accountant, 
bear in mind that Mercury, the ac­
counting planet, is capricious. In your 
astrological chart it may be making 
either reinforcing or altering aspects to 
planets in other signs, blending your 
accounting skills with those of another 
sign. Ω
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By David R. Nave
The Tax Reform Act of 1984, P.L. 
98-369, hereinafter referred to as the 
“Act,” would significantly alter the 
treatment of any depreciation recap­
ture under Code Secs. 1245 and 1250 
when an installment sale is involved. 
These provisions can have a very 
detrimental effect on taxpayers who 
receive little or no cash in the year of 
sale. The new legislation provides that 
the total ordinary income is to be 
recognized entirely in the year of dis­
position regardless of when the actual 
payments are received.1 Under prior 
law, the ordinary income was recap­
tured as installments were paid and 
gain was realized based on the gross 
profit ratio. The regulations required 
the ordinary income portion to be 
recaptured first before the taxpayer 
could report any portion of the gain as 
capital gain.2
The reason for this change was Con­
gress (in particular the Senate since 
this provision did not appear in the 
House bill) felt that there was a poten­
tial for a mismatching of income and 
deductions. They felt that the current 
law recapture rules for real property 
act to curb the incentive to “churn” 
property. However, the installment 
sale rules permit the deferral of recap­
ture and capital gains tax, and thus 
there was a potential for churning. Tax­
payers could multiply the benefits of 
accelerated depreciation and invest­
ment tax credits by replacing the prop­
erty as soon as those tax benefits were 
used, even if it was before the expira­
tion of the useful life of the property.3
The purpose of this article is to 
examine the impact of new Section 
453(i) and possible techniques of 
avoiding its impact.
Background
The concept and rules of the install­
ment sale are clearly laid out in Code 
Sec. 453. However, the focus of this 
article is on the nature of an installment 
sale involving Secs. 1245 and 1250 
property and the implications of the 
recapture provisions as they apply to 
an installment sale.
The legislative history behind Code 
Secs. 1245 and 1250 did not make any 
reference to the manner in which the 
ordinary income resulting from the 
application of either provision was to 
be reported when the installment 
method was used. However, the 
regulations did address this situa­
tion. Regs. §1.1245-6(d) (1) and 
§1.1250-1 (c) (6) made it clear that the 
gain portion of each installment pay­
ment will give priority to the ordinary 
income portion until all of the ordinary 
portion is recognized i.e. 1245 & 1250 
gain is to be recognized first.
Perhaps the best way to illustrate 
prior law is by the following example.
Example (1250 Property). Tax­
payer contracts to sell 1250 property 
for $100,000 to be paid in 10 equal 
payments of $10,000 each, plus 
interest. The recapture portion of the 
gain is $30,000. The adjusted basis of 
the property is $40,000; therefore, the 
total gain realized is $60,000. Accord­
ingly, $6,000 of each of the first 5 
installments constitute Section 1250 
gain and the remaining installments 
constitute Section 1231 gain.
New Section 453(i)
The new legislation provides that 
effective for installment sales of real or 
personal property made after June 6, 
1984, any depreciation recaptures 
under Code Secs. 1245 and 1250 are 
to be included in income in the year of 
disposition even though the balance of 
the gain is to be included in income 
under the installment method as pay­
ments are received.4 In other words, 
the ordinary income recaptures are 
treated as being received in the year 
of sale, regardless of the fact that the 
cash may have or may not have been 
received. Any gain in excess of the 
recapture income shall be taken into 
account under the installment method. 
Also, for purposes of Section 453, the 
adjusted basis of the property will be 
increased by the amount of any ordi­
nary income recaptured. This will pre­
vent the taxpayer from being taxed 
twice on the same gain.
This provision can best be illustrated 
by referring to the previous example. 
The previous example involving the 
sales of 1250 property would result in 
the taxpayer recognizing $30,000 of 
ordinary income in the year of dispo­
sition and only receiving $10,000 in 
cash. In addition, the taxpayer would 
have to recognize capital gain income 
of $3,000 in the year of sale. This is 
computed by taking the $10,000 cash 
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received in the year of sale times the 
gross profit percentage adjusted for 
the recaptured income (i.e. $10,000 x 
30 percent). Assuming the taxpayer is 
in the 50 percent bracket, this would 
result in $15,600 of tax liability and 
only $10,000 to pay the related tax. 
This result would appear not to be justi­
fied on the grounds that it would be 
unfair to impose a tax payable only in 
cash when the taxpayer does not have 
the cash to pay the tax.
The Senate Report did not agree 
with this argument. They felt that the 
taxpayer had already greatly benefited 
from the depreciation deductions, so 
that actual receipt of payments should 
not be a factor.5
It is interesting to note that this pro­
vision not only accelerates the recog­
nition of ordinary income as compared 
with prior law, but also accelerates the 
recognition of a capital gain from a sale 
of property. In the previous example no 
capital gain income was recognized in 
the year of sale under prior law. How­
ever, under the new provision capital 
gain income will be recognized in the 
year of sale whenever cash is received 
in that year. Of course the recaptured 
income is recognized in the year of 
sale regardless if any cash is received.
Tax Planning Under the New 
Law
The most obvious technique to avoid 
the recapture is to forego the ACRS 
depreciation deduction on real prop­
erty and elect straight line. Section 
1245(a) (5) (c) indicates that when the 
straight line method is utilized with 
respect to non-residential property, 
there is no recapture.
However, the decision to forego 
ACRS deductions must be carefully 
considered. Important variables that 
must be considered are: (1) Holding 
Period—the longer the holding period 
the more likely ACRS will provide 
greater benefit. (2) Time Value of 
Money — future costs must be dis­
counted and the higher the discount 
rate, the more likely the taxpayer 
should use ACRS, (3) Resale Price—if 
the property is ultimately sold for less 
than its original cost the gain will be 
less than the potential recapture 
amount, and consequently the maxi­
mum amount will not be recaptured, 
even if ACRS is used, and (4) Tax 
Rates—if the taxpayer projects that his 
marginal tax rate will decrease in 
the future, ACRS could be more 
attractive.6
If the taxpayer is already subject to 
recapture he/she should attempt to get 
enough cash in the year of sale to 
cover the additional tax liability as a 
result of the recapture. Referring to the 
previous example, the taxpayer would 
require $15,600 cash in year one. 
These transactions are often made on 
extremely deferred terms, thus it might 
be difficult to obtain this additional 
cash.
One common technique that is used 
is the wraparound mortgage. In a sale 
transaction using a wraparound install­
ment obligation, the buyer of the prop­
erty does not assume the existing debt 
but instead gives the seller a wrap­
around installment obligation which 
reflects the unencumbered value of the 
purchased property; as part of the sale 
agreement the seller agrees to make 
payments on the underlying debt when 
they come due. This technique 
resulted in little “up front” cash; there­
fore, it might not be as attractive to the 
seller.
Also, if the note issued by the buyer 
does not have adequate interest the 
new Original Issue Discount (OID) 
rules would come into play. Generally, 
adequate interest will exist if the stated 
rate is 110 percent or more than the 
“applicable federal rate.” If adequate 
interest does not exist, the note will be 
discounted at 120 percent of the 
“applicable federal rate.” Thus, the 
proceeds from the sale would be 
reduced; therefore, the gain realized 
would be less. This could result in con­
verting what would have been capital 
gain into ordinary income without any 
reduction in the amount to be recap­
tured. Accordingly, the buyer would 
have a depreciable basis equal to the 
discounted value.
However, assume there is 100 per­
cent recapture and the total gain is 
ordinary income. If the note issued is 
subject to the OID rules, it would be 
discounted; thus, the total gain would 
be less. Obviously the recaptured 
income would be less in the year of 
sale. It is true that there would be origi­
nal issue discount which would be ordi­
nary income to the seller. However, 
since the OID is recognized on a geo­
metric progression there would be less 
ordinary income recognized in the 
earlier years of the sale. Therefore, 
although the total ordinary income 
would be the same, a portion would be 
spread over the term of the note. 
Again, the buyer would have deprecia­
ble basis equal to the discounted 
value.
Although it is beyond the scope of 
this paper, it is important to focus in on 
the new OID rules when an installment 
sale is involved.
The more common transaction is 
where Section 1245 and 1250 property 
is sold in the same transaction. The 
taxpayer would be well advised to sell 
the §1245 properties for book value; 
therefore, avoiding any potential 
recapture. It would be advisable to pro­
vide in the agreement of sale that the 
purchase price for each unit of §1245 
property be its book value.
Conclusion
The new legislation was enacted to 
curb a potential abuse in the “churn­
ing” of real property by tax shelters. 
However, the statute is far broader 
than the harm it was intended to quell.
The Senate bill provided for full 
recapture in the year of sale on real 
property. This would have restricted 
the incentive of taxpayers to churn real 
property. However, the Conference 
Committee expanded the coverage of 
this provision by extending it to all 
depreciable property. It is not believed 
that Congress was concerned with the 
churning of 1245 property involving 
installment sales. Therefore, the pro­
vision should have been limited to real 
property.
It is estimated that this provision will 
increase revenues by $39 million in 
1984, $91 million in 1985, $177 million 
in 1986, $192 million in 1987, $209 mil­
lion in 1988, and $226 million in 
1989.Ω
NOTES
1New Code Sec. 453(i).
2Reg. §§1.245-6(d) (1), 1.250-1 (c) (6).
3S. Rep. No.98-169 at 466.
4See Explanation of Tax Reform Act of 1984, 
CCH pp. 68-69.
5S. Rep. No. 98-169.
6See Whitmire and Reynolds, “Selecting the 
optimum depreciation method for real estate 
under the new ACR System, The Journal of Tax­
ation, Dec. 1981 pp. 360-363..
David R. Nave is tax supervisor at Pit­
cairn, Incorporated, Jenkintown, Penn­
sylvania.
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Electronic Data Processing
A Tax Preparation 
Package- 
Software 1040
input forms, which are designed 
in columnar form for ease of use.
3. A computer operator enters the 
data on the computer keyboard, 
using the input forms recorded 
by the accountant.
4. The computer performs a series 
of edit checks for accuracy and 
possible omissions of data. After 
the data is verified, all necessary 
calculations are performed, auto­
matically making optimum tax 
selections.
5. The returns are printed on pre­
printed forms. Other output 
includes a filing instruction letter, 
a printed mailing label for the cli­
ent, and an itemized list of forms 
prepared for billing purposes.
Appendix A contains an example of 
input forms.
Editor:
Elise G. Jancura, CPA, CISA, Ph.D. 
The Cleveland State University 
Cleveland, Ohio 44102
System Availability
“Software 1040’’ has been devel­
oped for use on IBM System/32, IBM 
System/34, IBM System/36, IBM Sys- 
tem/38, and the IBM PC-XT. The fol­
lowing forms and schedules are 
available:
Computerized tax preparation is 
much faster and usually more accurate 
than manual preparation. Thus 
accounting firms with large numbers of 
returns to prepare have long used 
computer facilities. Some have turned 
to tax services. In this approach the 
accounting firm supplies the client 
data, the service (which owns and 
operates the computer) processes the 
data and returns the completed forms 
to the accounting firm.
If the firm has a large enough num­
ber of clients it might be considerably 
more economical to install in-house 
computer facilities. In-house process­
ing substantially decreases turnaround 
time, and eliminates the cost of con­
siderable fees. To process returns in­
house, the accounting firms must 
acquire computer hardware and soft­
ware. When appropriate software is 
commercially available, it is frequently 
cheaper to buy it than to develop it 
in-house.
The preceding EDP column dis­
cussed the process of choosing a 
general software package. As an illus­
tration of how one of these packages 
actually functions, this column will dis­
cuss a particular tax package—“Soft­
ware 1040.”1 “Software 1040’’ was 
chosen because it is a four-time win­
ner of the Datapro Award. This award 
results from an annual survey of pro­
prietary software packages conducted 
by Datapro in cooperation with Com­
puterworld and with the assistance of 
McGraw Hill research. There is no in­
tention to recommend this package 
over other tax packages, but rather to 
use it as an illustration of a typical tax 
software package.
Description of the Package
“System 1040’’ is a system of com­
puter programs designed for account­
ing firms that prepare individual 
income tax returns utilizing in-house 
computer systems. The package con­
sists of a series of programs that edit 
tax data recorded by the accountant, 
calculates the 1040 and supporting 
schedules, and prints the returns. Pro­
grams are also available, which may 
be purchased optionally, to prepare 
state returns.
The typical sequence of activities in 
the preparation of a return using “Soft­
ware 1040’’ is as follows:
1. The accountant interviews the 
taxpayer to obtain pertinent data.
2. The accountant records the tax 



























Profit (or Loss) From Busi­
ness or Profession
Capital Gains and Losses
Supplemental Income
Schedule
Farm Income and Expenses
Income Averaging
Credit for the Elderly and 
the Permanently and 
Totally Disabled
Computation of Social Secu­
rity Self-Employment Tax
Deduction for Married Cou­
ple When Both Work
Estimated Tax for 
Individuals




Sale or Exchange of Prin­
cipal Residence
Underpayment of Estimated 
Tax by Individuals
Credit for Child and Depen­
dent Care Expenses
Computation of Investment 
Credit
General Business Tax Credit 
Moving Expense Adjustment 
Computation of Credit for
Federal Tax on Special 
Fuels
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Form 4255 Recapture of Investment 
Credit
*Form 4562 Depreciation and Amor­
tization
Form 4684 Casualties and Thefts
Form 4797 Supplemental Schedule of
Gains and Losses
Form 4798 Carryover of Pre-1970 
Capital Losses
Form 4835 Farm Rental Income and 
Expenses
*Form 4868 Application for Automatic 
Extension of Time to File 
U.S. Individual Income 
Tax Return
Form 4952 Investment Interest Expense 
Deduction
Form 4972 Special 10-year Averaging 
Method
Form 5695 Residential Energy Credit
Form 6249 Computation of Overpaid
Windfall Profit Tax 
*Form 6251 Alternative Minimum Tax 
Computation
Form 6252 Computation of Installment 
Sale Income Oil and Gas 
Income and Expense 
Computation (Depletion) 
The asterisk denotes forms which are 
provided in the basic package; the 
other forms are optional modules. If 
the “Software 1040’’ package ordered 
by your firm does not contain a par­
ticular form, it must be prepared 
manually.
Supplemental programs are avail­
able for preparation of state returns. 
Separate state instructions are sup­
plied for each state module ordered. 
Whenever possible, the same input 
information is used for both the Fed­
eral 1040 return and for the state 
return; in other cases additional cod­
ing for state purposes is required. At 
present integrated forms are available 
for 41 states and the system is in use 
in 47 states.
There are several other integrated soft­
ware packages which can be pur­
chased to use in conjunction with 
“Software 1040.’’ These are:
Firstforma—a program to capture 
prior year’s tax information for any cli­
ent not in the system for the previous 
year, in a form compatible to the files 
produced by “Software 1040,” thus 
simplifying both accountant and data 
processing usage.
Tax Organizer—a program to provide 
clients with information from “Software 
1040” files from the previous year to 
simplify their task of gathering current 
year tax information.
Proforma—a program to produce 
input forms which retain tax data from 
the previous year, eliminating the need 
for re-entry of that data, and providing 
automatic “audit trail” for quick and 
easy year-to-year comparisons by 
professional staff.
Plan 1040—a tax planning system 
which lets accountants quickly and 
easily run through every possible tax 
strategy and variation for a given tax­
payer, providing a printed summary for 
use in selecting the best tax strategy. 
Info 1040—a program which lets 
accountants capitalize on the data 
base generated by “Software 1040” 
providing informative management 
reports that can be transformed into 
personalized letters offering clients 
additional services.
System Files
“Software 1040” stores taxpayer 
information in five different files: 
TXPRIOR, TXVERIFY, TXEDIT, 
TXHOLD, TXHISTRY.
TXPRIOR is the file in which the 
prior year’s taxpayer data is stored. 
This information is eventually updated 
with the taxpayers current year’s data.
When all of the current information 
about a taxpayer has been entered, 
the data is transferred to the 
TXVERIFY file. TXVERIFY is the file in 
which the taxpayer’s data resides until 
the information goes through the Verifi­
cation Process (if your organization 
has chosen to do Key Verification). 
Verification is a rekeying process. After 
a taxpayer’s information has been veri­
fied, it is transferred to the TXEDIT file.
After the data has been edited, data 
for taxpayers who have not been 
approved for further processing will be 
stored in TXHOLD. The taxpayer data 
remains in the TXHOLD file until the 
necessary corrections are made. Tax­
payers data approved for processing 
are passed to the return processing 
phase, and after the returns are com­
pleted the data is stored in the TXHIS­
TRY file. This file is accumulated for 
all taxpayers processed during the tax 
season.
TXHISTRY is used for the printing 
of PROFORMA (last year’s taxpayer 
data printed on next year’s input 
sheets) and will then become next 
year’s TXPRIOR file. If any tax returns 
need to be rerun, for one reason or 
another during the tax season, the 
data for those taxpayers will be 
retrieved from the TXHISTRY file, for 
reprocessing.
Summary
Purchase of a software package 
such as “Software 1040” allows an 
accounting firm to utilize the speed 
and power of an in-house computer 
system. The accounting staff need not 
develop extensive data processing skill 
in order to use the computer effec­
tively. Instead the purchased package 
acts as an interface between the 
accounting professional who captures 
and reviews the data, and the process­
ing system which provides the actual 
storage and high speed manipulation 
of the data. Instead of spending 
extended periods of time acquiring 
technical data processing skills and 
developing tax processing programs, 
accounting firms can buy a prewritten 
software package and then communi­
cate with that package. The training 
required to become acquainted with 
the package is relatively short and thus 
inexpensive.
As mentioned earlier, the use of 
“Software 1040” as an example of a 
tax package is not intended to be an 
endorsement. Instead it is intended as 
an illustration of a “typical” tax pack­
age which can be used for computer­
ized preparation of tax returns. Ω
NOTES
1“Software 1040” is marketed by 1040 Soft­
ware Inc., 10 Nevada Drive, P.O. Box 1010; New 
Hyde Park, N.Y. 11042.  
Elise G. Jancura, Ph.D., CPA, CISA, 
is a chairperson of the Accounting and 
Business Law Departments of 
Cleveland State University. She has 
served on the Computer Services Ex­
ecutive Committee with the AICPA and 
as chairperson of the Computer Educa­
tion Committee. She is a member of the 
Ohio Society of CPAs, the Association 
for Computing Machinery, AWSCPA 
and ASWA.








Reporting the Effects of 
Changing Prices
Editor:
Karen L. Hooks, Ph.D., CPA 
University of South Florida 
Tampa, Florida
The Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB) has fulfilled its promise 
to evaluate statement of Financial 
Accounting Standard No. 33, “Finan­
cial Reporting and Changing Prices.” 
The first five year experimental phase 
was completed in the fall of 1984 and 
the FASB’s conclusions called for 
some changes. SFAS No. 82, also 
titled “Financial Reporting and Chang­
ing Prices,” which passed by a unani­
mous Board vote, is an amendment to 
Statement 33. It eliminates the previ­
ous requirement to provide sup­
plemental historical cost/constant 
dollar information for companies 
providing supplemental current 
cost/constant purchasing power infor­
mation. In other words, the SFAS 
eliminates the requirement for general 
price level adjustments, while retain­
ing the requirements for current cost 
and purchasing power gain or loss dis­
closures. Published in November, 
1984, SFAS No. 82 is effective for fis­
cal years ending on or after December 
15, 1984. After reaching its conclu­
sions on the constant dollar informa­
tion, the FASB split its deliberations of 
constant dollar and current cost in 
order to have the constant dollar 
requirement dropped as quickly as 
possible. This haste was intended to 
reduce the cost to companies that 
would otherwise prepare the data.
Research Results
Consistent with its commitment to 
the experimental nature of the SFAS 
33 disclosure, the FASB used various 
sources to investigate the usefulness 
of the information. The FASB provided 
assistance to several research studies 
during the designated five years. The 
various studies investigated experi­
ences of preparers, users and audi­
tors. Also, a task force was set up in 
mid-1983 to evaluate the advisability of 
continuing the disclosure require­
ments. Finally, an Invitation to Com­
ment was issued in December, 1983 
requesting feedback on SFAS 33.
Results of the research studies indi­
cated that SFAS 33 disclosure is not 
useful to users of financial statements. 
Most respondents indicated that the 
data is complex, difficult to under­
stand, and not worth the costs 
expended to prepare it. Concern was 
expressed about the comparability of 
SFAS 33 data from company to com­
pany. The Invitation to Comment which 
addressed various issues, the first 
being the usefulness of the dis­
closures, elicited almost 400 
responses. Most responses were con­
sistent with the research studies, and 
indicated that the data were not widely 
used and were not cost beneficial. 
Although the feedback collected 
seemed to indicate that the disclosure 
was not overly valuable, the FASB 
decided to immediately discontinue 
only a portion of the required 
disclosure.
Prior to issuing SFAS 82, an 
Exposure Draft of the proposed state­
ment was circulated in October, 1984. 
One hundred twenty comments were 
received by the FASB in response to 
the Exposure Draft. Most comments 
expressed agreement with the FASB’s 
conclusion that the historical cost/con­
stant dollar disclosure requirement 
should be dropped. The reasons for 
agreement were, not surprisingly, very 
consistent with the information 
obtained from the research studies 
and Invitation to Comment. The price­
level restated information was per­
ceived to be confusing, lacking in use­
fulness, complex and too costly. 
Laudable comments about the data 
were that it is objective and compara­
ble. Respondents to the Exposure 
Draft went even further than those 
issues being immediately addressed 
by the FASB. They suggested modify­
ing or eliminating all disclosure 
requirements for price level changes 
(including those retained after SFAS 
82), excluding certain enterprises from 
the reporting requirements, and 
changing the requirements for certain 
special industries.
What reasons did the FASB have for 
not immediately discontinuing all SFAS 
33 disclosures? First, there is a con­
tinued belief that historical cost finan­
cial statements are not sufficient to 
provide the investment community 
with all the information needed for 
decision making. Second, requiring 
disclosure of two completely different
More on page 36.
Karen L. Hooks, Ph.D., CPA, is assis­
tant professor of accounting at the 
University of South Florida. She is a 
member of AICPA, NAA, AAA, FICPA 
and is a past national vice-president of 
AWSCPA. Dr. Hooks is new editor of 
the Theory and Practice column for 
TWCPA.
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Education
Analysis of Financial 
Accounting Coverage 
in the Practice Part of 
the CPA Examination
Editor:
Tonya K. Flesher, CPA, Ph.D. 
The University of Mississippi 
University, MS 38677
By Abdel M. Agami and Ula K. Motekat
The Board of Examiners of the 
AICPA approved Content Specification 
Outlines for the Uniform CPA Exami­
nation on August 31, 1981 (AICPA, 
1983). These specifications will remain 
authoritative through the November 
1985 examination. Effective with the 
May 1986 examination revised specifi­
cations will guide the Board of 
Examiners (AICPA, 1985). In order to 
help in predicting the probable effect 
of the 1985 Content Specification Out­
line on future CPA examinations, the 
authors studied the last ten examina­
tions (May 1980 through November 
1984.)
Since Croll has recently analyzed 
the coverage of cost accounting 
(1982A) and of auditing and business 
law (1982B), this study was limited to 
the financial accounting coverage in 
the practice section. The authors 
wanted to determine, first of all, what 
differences, if any, existed between the 
actual coverage on the examinations 
and the Content Specification Outlines 
(hereinafter called the AICPA Model) 
and, secondly, whether the adoption of 
the Model resulted in any material 
changes in the financial accounting 
portion of the practice section.
Results of the Study
In their analysis the authors com­
puted, first of all, the minutes allocated 
to the four accounting areas Financial 
Accounting, Cost Accounting, Not-For- 
Profit Accounting, and Tax Account­
ing. In all cases the maximum time 
allowed for each multiple choice ques­
tion or problem was used. The minutes 
were then expressed as percentages 
of the total 540 minutes allowed for the 
two practice sessions. The results of 
this analysis are shown below, 
together with the relative weight the 
Board of Examiners assigned to each 




AICPA Model Nov. 1984
Financial Accounting 55 51.5
Cost Accounting 15 18.3
Not-For-Profit Accounting 10 9.8
Tax Accounting 20 20.4
These numbers show that Not-For- 
Profit and Tax Accounting with aver­
ages of 9.8 percent and 20.4 percent, 
respectively, adhere closely to the 
Model’s desired 10 percent and 20 
percent, respectively. This is true not 
only for the average of the ten exams, 
but also for each individual exam. 
The percentages for Not-For-Profit 
Accounting varied only between 9.2 
percent and 10.2 percent; for Tax 
Accounting it was 20.4 percent for all 
ten exams.
For Financial and Cost Accounting 
the above averages do not tell the 
complete story. Financial Accounting 
varied from 50 percent for the first 
seven exams to 54.7 percent and 55.1 
percent for the last three exams. Cost 
Accounting shows, understandably, 
the reverse trend: for the first seven 
exams the coverage varied between 
19.4 percent and 20.4 percent, 
whereas in the last three exams it 
dropped to 14.3 percent and 14.7 per­
cent. In other words, the AICPA 
Model’s desired coverage, as 
expressed in 1981, was not attained 
until the November 1983 exam.
Within the financial accounting area 
the AICPA Model distinguishes among 
six topical groups. To determine the 
actual coverage of these topics in the 
last ten examinations, the questions 
and problems in financial accounting 
were analyzed and classified by topi­
cal group. The maximum minutes 
allowed for each topical group were 
then expressed as a percentage of the 
total time allowed for financial account­
ing. The results of this analysis are 
shown below, together with the AICPA 
Model’s desired coverage for the six 
topics.
The ten exams studied show a wide 
variation in coverage for each topical 
group. For Topic I, Financial Statement 
Presentation, coverage varies from a 
low of 4.1 percent on the May 1983 
Exam to a high of 41.8 percent on the 
November 1980 Exam. However, for 
the last three exam coverage varies 
only between 16.8 percent on the 
November 1984 Exam and 29.3 per­
cent on the November 1983 Exam. 
The gap between actual and desired 
coverage has therefore decreased in 
the latest exams.
The variation for Topic II, Assets, is 
about the same, ranging from 5.1 per­
cent in the November 1980 Exam to 
41.8 percent in the May 1981 Exam. 
Again the variation decreases for the 
last three exams to between 15.7 per­
cent in the November 1984 Exam and 
29.0 percent in the November 1983 
Exam. But the actual coverage still 
differs substantially from the desired 
coverage for assets.
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The variation is not quite as great for 
the remaining four topics, and the 
averages for these topics are also 
much closer to the desired weights.
If the averages for the first three 
exams studied (both 1980 exams and 
the May 1981 one) are compared 
to those of the last three exams 
(the November 1983 and both 1984 
exams), some interesting changes are 
seen. For three Topics, III, V, and VI, 
coverage increased. For Topics V and 
VI this resulted in a closing of the gap 
between actual and desired coverage. 
For Topic III the increase overshot the 
mark, resulting in actual coverage for 
the last three exams (11.9 percent) 
exceeding desired coverage (9.1 per­
cent). For the other three topics cover­
age decreased between the beginning 
and end of the period analyzed. For 
Topics I and II the decrease narrowed 
the gap between actual and desired 
coverage. But for Topic IV the 
decrease was too much, resulting in 
actual coverage for the last three 
exams (7.0 percent) being below 
desired coverage (9.1 percent).
Although the AICPA Model does not 
assign weights to the subjects listed 
under each Topic, the authors decided 
to analyze the ten examinations to see 
which subjects were stressed. For this 
purpose the coverage of each subject 
listed under the six Topical Areas in 
the AICPA Model was analyzed, both 
as to frequency of coverage and time 
allotted to it in the exams. Table I lists 
the subjects given the most emphasis 
in the last ten exams.
It can be seen that the eleven sub­
jects listed in Table 2 should use up a 
little over half of the total time (and 
presumably the total points) allocated 
to financial accounting. In other words, 
a candidate cannot expect to pass the 
financial accounting portion of the CPA 
exam by concentrating on these 
eleven subjects. Since all other sub­
jects receive less than 2 percent of 
the time allocation, a candidate must 
be familiar with many of them in order 
to achieve the 75 points needed to 
pass the exam. The subjects fre­
quently covered in the last ten exams, 
on which a prospective candidate 
might want to concentrate, are listed 
in Table 3.
Conclusions
Although the revised Content 
Specification Outline was announced 
in January 1985, it was not yet availa-
Average for Ten Exams
TABLE 1




from May 1980 
Through Nov. 1984
I. Presentation of Financial Statements 
or Worksheets 27.3% 20.3%
II. Measurement, Valuation, Realization, 
and Presentation of Assets in 
Conformity with Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles 18.2% 25.2%
III. Valuation, Recognition, and 
Presentation of Liabilities in 
Conformity with Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles 9.1% 11.0%
IV. Ownership Structure, Presentation, 
and Valuation of Equity Accounts 
in Conformity with Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles 9.1% 10.9%
V. Measurement and Presentation of 
Income and Expense Items. Their 
Relationship to Matching and 
Periodicity, and Their Relationship 
to Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles 27.3% 26.6%
VI. Other Financial Topics 9.1% 6.0%
Financial Accounting Subjects Emphasized
TABLE 2






Statement of Changes in Financial Position 7 9.2
Marketable Securities and Investments 10 5.6
Receivables and Accruals 9 4.8
Inventories 10 4.9
Property, Plant, and Equipment 10 5.3
Payables and Accruals 8 2.9
Bonds Payables 10 2.7
Sales or Revenues 10 9.8
Expenses 10 6.0
Provision for Income Tax 10 2.7




ble from the AICPA when this article 
was written. However, based on the 
results of this study, the following con­
clusions seem warranted:
1. Coverage of the four accounting 
areas did not change significantly over 
the seven examinations given from 
May 1980 to May 1983, the period dur­
ing which the 1981 Content Specifica­
tion Outline was adopted and 
implemented. Significant changes are 
only observable for the last three 
exams, when the desired coverage of 
financial and cost accounting was
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TABLE 3
Financial Accounting Subjects Frequently 
Tested in the Last Ten Exams
Frequency of
Subject_______ _ __________________ ________ ___ Coverage
Intangibles 7
Deferred Income Tax Liability 9
Contingent Liabilities and Commitments 8
Preferred and Common Stock 6
Retained Earnings and Dividends 8
Treasury Stock 7
Partnerships 6
Recurring Versus Nonrecurring Transactions 
and Events 9
Accounting Changes 8
Historical Cost, Constant Dollar Accounting, and 
Current Cost 9
Segments and Lines of Business 7
Analysis of Financial Statements 10
NOTES
AICPA, “Content Specification Outlines’’ in 
Information for CPA Candidates (New York: 
AICPA, 1983, 6th ed.), pp. 27-49.
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CPA Letter (New York: AICPA, January 14, 1985, 
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Croll, D.B., “The Composition of the Auditing 
and Business Law Sections of the Uniform CPA 
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Regional of the American Accounting Associa­
tion (1982B), pp. 210-214.
Croll, D.B., “Cost Accounting in the CPA 
Examination—Revisited” The Accounting 
Review (April, 1982A), pp. 420-429.
approximated. It is therefore reasona­
ble to expect that any changes in the 
1985 Content Specification Outline will 
also take about two years before they 
are implemented.
2. The wide variation in actual cover­
age of Topics, observable early in the 
five-year period analyzed, has recently 
decreased, resulting in considerably 
less variation in the last three exams. 
During the same period the gap 
between actual and desired coverage 
has been narrowed, though not elimi­
nated, for most Topics. Any changes 
in coverage of these Topics will prob­
ably take equally long before they are 
even approximately implemented.
3. Within each Topical Group some 
subjects are favored to the detriment, 
sometimes even the exclusion, of 
others. This trend will probably con­
tinue under the 1985 Model.
Abdel M. Agami, Ph.D., CPA, is 
professor of accounting at Old Domin­
ion University. He received a Ph.D. 
from the University of Illinois and is a 
CPA in the states of New York and Vir­
ginia. He is treasurer of the Interna­
tional Section of the AAA and is a 
member of AICPA, NYSSCPA, VSCPA, 
NAA, Academy of International Busi­
ness, Academy of Accounting Histori­
ans and the European Accounting 
Association.
It is hoped that the findings of this 
study will help the Board of Examiners 
in designing future CPA examinations, 
assist students in reviewing for the 
examination, and guide instructors in 
deciding topics to be covered in their 
courses. Ω
Ula K. Motekat, DBA, CPA, is profes­
sor of accounting at Old Dominion 
University, Norfolk, Virginia. She 
received her BSBA and MBA from the 
University of Denver and her DBA from 
the University of Colorado. She has 
previously taught at the University of 
Massachusetts and Drexel University in 
Philadelphia. She is a former editor of 
The Woman CPA and is a member of 
the AICPA, AAA, AWSCPA and ASWA.
Changing Prices from page 33.
types, current cost and constant dol­
lar, may have detracted from the use­
fulness of the supplementary 
information. Third, more experience 
with the data may increase its useful­
ness. Fourth, if all disclosures were 
dropped, and had to be reinstituted in 
the future, the redevelopment costs 
would be high and the availability of 
trend data would be significantly 
lessened.
Current Status
The FASB issued an Exposure Draft 
on a proposed SFAS entitled, “Finan­
cial Reporting and Changing Prices: 
Current Cost Information” on Decem­
ber 14, 1984. Comments were due 
March 15, 1985 with a final statement 
scheduled for early in the third quar­
ter 1985. If issued, the proposed State­
ment will supersede and combine 
Statements 33, 39, 40, 41, 46, 54, 69, 
70, 82 and Technical Bulletin 81-4.
The continued disclosure will still be 
of an experimental nature. Further, it 
will be supplementary and limited in 
the items to be disclosed. The pro­
posed Statement differs from State­
ment 33 by eliminating general 
purchasing power adjustments and by 
requiring companies to present current 
cost data in average of the current year 
units of purchasing power. The intent 
is to reflect the effects of changes in 
both prices of specific types of assets 
and general inflation. Whether the 
intended goals will be accomplished is 
yet to be seen.
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by William E. Perry, Ronald Press, John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., Somerset, New 
Jersey 08873, 1984, 305 pp., $39.95.
“You cannot control what you can­
not measure, and what you cannot 
measure, you cannot improve.’’ This 
is the underlying theme of the book Im­
proving Audit Productivity. The book 
addresses measuring, controlling, and 
improving the productivity of the audit 
function. It is based on the work of Dr. 
W. Edwards Deming who, shortly after 
World War II, pioneered work on 
achieving goals through improved 
levels of product quality. The author, 
William Perry, acknowledges that 
motivation and adoption of new 
methods by management often takes 
a long time.
A practical book, it begins with a 
section entitled, a “Roadmap through 
the Book” which includes an exhibit 
that indicates to the target audiences 
— corporate management, audit 
management, and staff auditors — 
which chapters are directed toward 
which audience. With many, many 
charts, exhibits and worksheets, Im­
proving Audit Productivity could be 
used as a how-to reference guide. The 
realistic, systematic, and orderly 
presentation within each chapter iden­
tifies attributes, provides solutions for 
accomplishing objectives, and sug­
gests methods for implementation. All 
chapters end with the chapter’s factual 
information included in a self­
assessment checklist.
This book contains many messages 
that should be reflected upon. One 
such message is the statement that “a 
no-response organization tends to sti­
fle productivity.” The author states that 
many believe that it is better for an 
organization to be responsive rather 
than to be right. The author feels that 
the unresponsiveness of an organiza­
tion to its people is usually directly 
related to the organizational structure 
and presents measures that audit 
management should use in the evalua­
tion of the effectiveness of organiza­
tional structure. The responsiveness 
measures in Improving Audit Produc­
tivity fall into six categories.
1. Mean time for response to oral 
requests.
2. Mean time for response to written 
requests.
3. Turnover rate.
4. Absenteeism and tardiness.
5 . Number of decision/information re­
quests per audit.
6. Number of changes to audit 
policies, procedures and 
standards.
Perhaps the book’s most interesting 
approach toward the evaluation of 
audit productivity is the recommended 
use of quantitative measures or 
metrics as a measure of audit produc­
tivity. Twenty-one auditing metrics are 
proposed along with the caveat that 
they not be used in their entirety and 
that they be used informally before for­
mal adoption. Some examples of the 
auditing metrics discussed are the 
computation of:
• Benefits from audits/Cost of audits
State a return on investment in 
auditing.
• Cost of audits/Number of findings 
Calculate the cost to locate an audit 
finding.
• Losses undetected during the audit 
process that occur or are identified 
within three months after audit/Total 
number of audits
Demonstrate the effectiveness of 
auditing in finding potential or actual 
losses.
All productivity principles described 
in this book are easy to understand. 
The author’s opening statement is the 
primary misconception about produc­
tivity: that if workers work harder, pro­
ductivity will increase. The two ways to 
increase productivity are to work faster 
and to work smarter. The biggest im­
pediment is getting management to 
adopt these principles. The real tool to 
increasing productivity is to increase 
management and employee motiva­
tion. Although the many examples 
relate to internal auditing, the prin­
ciples should be of interest to public 
accountants.
The book appears to be a composite 
of the author’s practical experiences 
as an auditor and as executive direc­
tor of the Quality Assurance Institute 
which promotes quality within the data 
processing profession. This book is 
designed to explain the principles that 
make productivity work. Then, through 
the use of many exhibits, the practical 
application of these principles to the 
audit function is described. Improving 
Audit Productivity discusses 
methodology and how it may be 
adapted beneficially to the auditing 
profession.
Joyce M. Ladd, MBA, CPA




Classic business suits and dresses for a professional 
image throughout pregnancy.
CATALOG with swatches and fit guide $3, refund­
able with order, or inquire about opening a store. 
Tel. 215-625-0151. P.O. Box 40121, Dept. CP9, Phila, 
PA 19106. Visit our stores in:
Atlanta Park Place, 4505 Ashford D'wdy, 404-396-8857 
Charlotte, N.C. Cotswold Market Place 704-364-3378 
Chicago 50 E. Washington. 2nd Flr., 312-332-0022 
Denver Carousel Mall, 201 Steele, 303-355-2424 
Haverford, PA Haverford Square, 215-642-2481 
Houston 2613 Richmond at Kirby, 713-524-1033
Los Angeles, Arco Plaza. 505 S. Flower, 213-623-8456 
New Orleans 530 Natchez, 504-561-0397, 
New York 50 West 57th, 4th Flr., 212-399-9840 
Philadelphia 1422 Chestnut, Suite 102, 215-563-7472 
San Francisco 418 Clay at Battery, 415-397-3900 
Stamford, CT, 1492 High Ridge, 203-329-1 164 
Washington D.C. 1722 Eye St , N W , 202-833-1616
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“It’s easy to make good decisions when there are no bad options.” 
Robert Half on Hiring by Robert Half (Crown)
How to be 
more successful 
in your financial 
and edp hiring.
Using a specialist will increase your success in hiring 
accounting, financial and edp personnel—and using 
Robert Half, the most experienced personnel specialist, 
will increase your chance of success even more. Here’s 
why:
• You’ll be getting highly personalized service from 
professionals who understand your edp needs.
• You won’t waste time with unqualified candidates.
(We’d prefer not to fill the job, rather than refer someone 
who doesn’t fit.)
• You’ll have the advantage of the resources of the largest 
organization in the financial and data processing 
personnel field, with offices on three continents.
• You pay nothing unless we fill the job. And, we back 
each and every placement with a liberal guarantee.
Next time you’re looking for an accountant, financial 
or edp professional, call a nearby Robert Half office. 
You’ll be glad you did.
ROBERT 
HALF 
accounting, financial and edp 
personnel specialists.
© 1985 Robert Half International Inc. All offices independently owned and operated.
